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SEVENTH REPORT OF THE CHARLES RIVER
BASIN COMMISSION.

To His Excellency the Governor and the Honorable Council of
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

The Charles River Basin Commission has
the following report of

its

the honor to

proceedings for the

fiscal

the

make

year ending

Eov. 30, 1909.

As required by

law, the

Commission

the statement printed herewith of

together with an abstract of

This will be the

An

its

its

filed,

on Jan.

1910,

5,

expenditures and receipts,

doings.

Commission

last report of the

additional and final statement will be

for a full year.

made

of the

Com-

mission's doings for the seven months of the current year ending

June

30, 1910.

As provided

in the original Charles River Basin Act

and in

chapter 524 of the Acts of 1909, the care and control of the

Charles River Basin will pass to the Metropolitan Park

mission on July

1,

1910,

when

this

Commission

Com-

will cease to

exist.

Realization of a Popular Demand.

The location of the main Basin is
Back Bay of Boston, but lest any

in the region

known

as the

one, because of this fact,

erroneously assume that the water park which the Charles

River

Dam

creates is merely a

Commission deems

it

statement concerning the project.

Bay came

the

From

residents of the

Back

practically the only opposition which was encounby the seven thousand petitioners who endorsed the projin 1901. Much good will be derived from this work by the

tered
ect

Back Bay improvement,

wise to give something more than a formal
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who

people
of

them are

reside on the shores of the Basin, although a
still

inclined to the contrary opinion

benefit of the water

lation of the

[Jan.

;

few

but the chief

park will accrue to the overcrowded popu-

West End,

North End, the South End, Charles-

the

To

town and East Cambridge.

those

who

are familiar with the

conditions in these localities, the realization of this project,

which had official endorsement as far back as the inaugural of
The
Governor Andrew in 1861, will be most gratifying.
citizens of Watertown and Newton and those of Boston and
Cambridge living near the river above the main Basin will also
profit

by the new conditions. As was stated in the brief for the
Committee on Charles River Dam, nearly

petitioners before the

500,000 people living in the valley of the Charles may expect to
have their health and happiness measurably enhanced by the
conversion of what had become a foul and unsightly tidal
estuary into an unsurpassed water park, similar in plan to the
Alster Basin at

and in
its

Hamburg, Germany, but

possibilities of future development.

vastly greater in size

Moreover, owing

central location, a large proportion of these people

in the tenements of Boston

may

to

who dwell

reach and enjoy this Basin, both

summer and in winter, without even
To no other metropolitan city
fare.
in

the expenditure of a car
in

America has nature

given the opportunity to develop such a beauty spot in

its

midst.

Early Completion of the Work predicted.
The Commission appears

to

have been safe in

its

prediction

Dam

and its appurtenances would be substantially completed by July 1, 1910.
During the twelve months from Dec. 1, 1908, to Nov. 30,
1909, the Commission was able to advance its work in all departments with great rapidity, owing to the facility given by the
constant water level established by means of the shut-off dam.
A sufficient force was employed to keep the work moving at the
same time at many points along the river.
of last year, that the

Land Improvements progressing favorably.
Although the Commission was
to establish the

permanent

able, as early as October,

level of the Basin, this

1908,

gave the

public only a part of what was needed for the enjoyment of the
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were done away with, but

an attractive shore on the Boston side of the lower Basin was
still

lacking.

During the past year the Commission was able to complete
the greater part of its work on the Boston Embankment, which,
already in use by thousands of pedestrians, seems destined to

become the most popular promenade in the city. It virtually
extends the Charlesbank Park from the new Cambridge Bridge
to Charlesgate West, and will be described in detail later in
this report.
I.

Cost of the Work.

The Commission's total expenditures from the beginning of its
work to the close of the fiscal year were $3,597,727.80, which
than half a million dollars in excess of the cost of the last
Conbridge and approaches between Boston and Cambridge.
is less

sidering the fact that this water park, with

its

17%

miles of

shore line, besides supplying an important link in the park

Cam-

systems of the Metropolitan District and of Boston and
bridge,

accessible to thousands of citizens

is so

the parks,

it

who most need

seems that the results will fully justify the ex-

penditure.
II.

To

Apportionment of the Cost.

aid the commission appointed by the

Supreme Judicial

Court, under authority of chapter 419 of the Acts of 1899, to

apportion the expense of the Charles River Basin work

among

Park District, the
Commission has from the beginning kept detailed accounts of

the cities and towns of the Metropolitan

all

the expenditures chargeable to the various parts of the work.

The
its

cost of each part to the close of the fiscal year, including

distributive share of the expenses of administration,

is

given

below, and a sample of the distribution sheet accompanying each

voucher

is

printed as Appendix B.

The Dam, which is 1,620 feet long with approaches, providing an 85-foot roadway across its top on the Harbor side and
over 7 acres of park on the Basin side, having a

maximum width

and having retaining walls of granite with concrete
reenforcement on pile foundations, and consisting chiefly of an
earth fill to a depth in some places of 50 feet, the whole strucof 500 feet

CHARLES RIVER BASIN COMMISSION.
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ture rising to a height of about 21 feet above

mark and including on

its

[Jan.

mean low-water

surface and approaches five buildings

(consisting of two
and a boat-house for
including the Lock, which has an interior length of

having 31,025 square feet of

floor

space

lock-gate houses, an open shelter, a stable,

launches)

350

;

feet, a

width of 45 feet in the clear and a depth

low tide of 17

feet,

with

all its

at

mean

appurtenances and machinery

for operation, including two rolling gates of the caisson type,

with

filling valves

which may be used

also for flood sluices,

and

whose lock-gate houses are equipped with accommodations for
both the

men and machinery

for operating the

Lock and draw-

bridge both day and night; also including a double drawbridge
of the Sherzer rolling

and controlling devices

lift

type and the electric motors, brakes

to operate the

same; and

also including

nine sluices for regulating the water level and taking care of the
flow of Charles River, the middle sluice serving the additional

purpose of a small boat lock, besides two supplementary sluices
in the easterly

Lock

wall, cost $1,641,922.98.

The temporary bridge with

its

approaches, built before the

removal of the old Craigie Bridge and necessary
date the highway

$46,207.35.
its

traffic

accommo-

In four and one-half years there was spent for

maintenance $137,928.03.

bridge was

to

during the construction of the Dam, cost

made

The exceedingly low

cost of this

possible through the courtesy of President

Lucius Tuttle, of the Boston

& Maine

Railroad, who, at the

request of the Commission, anticipated, by the construction of a

new railroad bridge before the Dam was begun, the requirement of the Charles River Basin Act that the railroad construct
a new freight bridge farther down-stream, upon the completion
of the Dam. The Commission, by using the old railroad bridge
as a temporary highway bridge, was enabled to save a large part
of the expense which would have been incurred in building a
bridge above the Dam, and to save nearly a year of time in the
prosecution of its work.
It was allowed to use this bridge
without any expense to the Commonwealth, and simply upon
the consideration of an agreement to remove the same when the
Dam should be finished. The carrying out of this agreement
for the removal of the bridge, by another fortunate circumstance, will probably involve only a small expense to the Commonwealth, possibly not exceeding $1,000.
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The dredging, pile-driving and protection work in the Basin,
which include the dredging wherever required to secure a depth
of at least 18 feet of substantially the whole Basin between the
Dam and the Cambridge Bridge, and include a new channel
5 feet in depth and varying in width from 50 to 120 feet from
a

point

above the Watertown Arsenal to the Galen Street

Bridge, and a channel 3 feet in depth and 50 to 120 feet

wide from above the Galen Street Bridge

Dam,

together with such pile-driving as

to the Watertown
was necessary on the

wharves below the new Cambridge Bridge,

cost $77,026.57.

The work on Broad Canal, which is 3,460 feet in length and
about 80 feet in width, and contains 29 properties whose walls
or wharves were reenforced

and capping of prime oak

and strengthened by the driving

piles, generally 2 feet

on

centers,

and

including the dredging to the depths required by law; and on

Lechmere Canal, 100
which have a

to

120 feet in width, the same work of

and dredging on the two arms of the canal,

pile-driving, capping

total length of

2,270 feet and 12 wharves in ac-

tual use, cost $163,709.11.

The Boston Embankment (described in detail later), which is
work to be paid for by the
city of Boston alone (Boston is to divide equally with Cambridge

the only portion of the Commission's

the cost of the removal of Craigie Bridge and the construction
of a suitable bridge in place thereof), cost $785,404.11.

This

by the assessment of betterments on the
is assessed only upon
those whose properties abut on the embankment, it will amount,
cost will be reduced

If the betterment

property holders.

$30 per

at

foot,

assessed, as the

the

embankment

By the

to

about $193,680.

If any betterment

is

law permits, on properties in the vicinity of
it

will provide a

still

larger amount.

terms of the law this Commission will probably be pre-

cluded from assessing the betterments before

it

goes out of ex-

istence.

The Boston Marginal Conduit,
inches, connecting

6 feet 4 inches

by 7

feet 8

with twelve storm overflows from the sewers

of the city of Boston, and providing an outlet below the

Dam

for

the dry-weather flow from the two channels of Stony Brook, ex-

tending a distance of 9,614 feet from Charlesgate East to below
Leverett Street, with

its gates, its

submerged overflows and other

appurtenances, including the Fens gate-house, cost $644,043.29.

CHARLES RIVER BASIN COMMISSION.
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The Cambridge Marginal Conduit, 6 feet by 5 feet, and 2,050
which intercepts storm overflow connections from
Cambridge and Somerville sewers at Binney Street and Bridge
Street and carries them below the Dam, and is carried under
Lechmere Canal by means of an inverted siphon, with all its

feet in length,

gates, valves

and other appurtenances,

cost $101,346.67.

—

The Elimination

In its attempts,
of Malarial Mosquitoes.
under the direction of Dr. Theobald Smith, to destroy the former
breeding places of the malarial mosquito on the shores of the

Basin and the marsh lands adjacent thereto, the Commission has
expended $132.41.

The Effects of the Charles Rivee Dam upon the

III.

Land bordering on the Basin.
Certain
relation to

effects of the
it

Dam and the work done in

Charles River

have become apparent

to the public,

but since

many

them are only partially understood, it seems desirable that the
Commission should make an official summary of the situation.
Much work remains to be done on the shores of the Basin
before the public will reap the full benefit of the work authorized
by the Charles River Basin Act and amendments thereto but
of

;

if the

people generally can be

made

to realize the effects of the

changes already wrought, there will be

much

less

delay in the ul-

timate fruition to the municipalities which will bear the major
portion of the expense.

Among

the

more important

bordering on the Basin

is

effects of the

Dam

upon the land
marshy

the reclaiming of the low or

land which was formerly flooded by the tides several times each
year.

The permanent

grade of

2%

feet

level of the

Basin

approximately 21 feet in height above

is

established at a

tide.

The Dam, being

mean low

water, keeps out

below the average high

Between the Cottage Farm Bridge and the WaterOver most
are about 493 acres of marsh land.
of this land a 12-foot tide formerly flowed, and over some of it
even the average tide passed. Both the filling and the drainage
all tides.

town

Dam there

of these flats have been
less

made

possible at an expense enormously

than would have been required under tidal conditions, and

vegetation, not only on the shores but also inland, will ultimately

PUBLIC DOCUMENT — No.
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substitution of fresh water

grow on the banks of
Charles River, where formerly only marsh grass thrived.
Trees

for salt.

to

Attention should also be called to the possibilities of a quick

and inexpensive improvement of the undeveloped shores on both
The shores of the Basin for more than 8
sides of the river.
miles on either side, with the exception of the land in front
of the Brighton Abattoir and two or three wharves of small importance, have been taken and dedicated to park purposes or are

Because there

devoted to quasi-public uses.

tion in the water level of 10 feet or more,

is no longer a variaand because the Basin

now filled with fresh water, the land at the
be made more attractive by beach effects and
is

water's edge can
planting,

and

at

a cost greatly reduced below that of the old wall treatment,

which, as far back as 1885, at the Charlesbank, cost $87 per

running

foot.

Another land
cellars in both

effect of the

Dam is

in preventing the flooding of

Boston and Cambridge, also in preventing back

water in the railroad yards and other low points in Boston.

It

appears that

much

Bay

but in the South End, even as far as the vicinity

of

district

Dover

Street,

of the flooding of cellars, not only in the

was due

to the rising of the tide to

heights in Charles River.

top of the

Dam,

is

which was of record

The grade

Back

extraordinary

which

of 21 feet,

is

the

nearly 6 feet higher than the highest tide
at the

time the

Dam was built,

tide of 1851, which, with the storm

that being the

accompanying

it,

destroyed

the Minot's Ledge lighthouse; and on Christmas morning, 1909,
a tide almost exactly the same height as the Minot's Ledge tide
was recorded on the gages which the Commission has caused to

be kept at various points.
15.6

*

feet.

Had

This tide then reached the height of

this tide not

been kept out of Charles River,

it

would have flooded not only all the basements along Beacon
Street and Bay State Road, but a large portion of the Back Bay
and the South End. There would have been nearly 5 feet of
water above the surface of Church Street near Park Square. It
is estimated that in one day the Dam thus saved in damage to
public and private property a sum equal to a considerable portion
of its cost.

Persons whose premises formerly suffered even on
1

Referred to Boston City Base.

CHARLES RIVER BASIN COMMISSION.
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what are known

as " spring tides "

sion that since October, 1908,

have reported

when

to the

the shut-off

[Jan.

Commis-

dam was

put

from water.
Perhaps the most striking land effect of the Dam will be found
in Cambridge, in Watertown, in Newton near Hunnewell Hill,
in operation, their premises have been entirely free

and in the Brighton
formerly

salt

The undeveloped

district of Boston.

land,

marshes, on the shores of the river in Cambridge,

now easily reclaimable, will enable that city to put on virtually a
new front, the forerunner of which is to be found in the vicinity
of

The

Riverbank Court and along the Cambridge Esplanade.

sights

and smells which formerly made the people of Cambridge

turn their backs upon the Charles have at last been removed, and
they, having developed their riverbank parks to a

extent than Boston, will probably be
benefit of the

in

all,

improvement

they will have

made

to the

among

much

greater

the first to reap the

expense of which, taking

it all

a liberal contribution.

The Effects of the Dam upon the River and

IV.

its

Uses.

Upon

the waters of the Charles, from the site of the old

Craigie Bridge to the

Dam

dam

at

Watertown, the

and the works connected with

even more striking than the

it

effects of the

new

have been manifold, and

effects as yet

apparent on the land.

The Basin has been transformed from a brackish tidal estuary
into a fresh-water lake.
Where once the water that had swished
back and forth twice daily for a long time among the wharves
on the water front and between the piles of the railroad bridges,
accumulating much drift and other offensive matter, on the ebb
tide exposed 175 acres of

mud

flats

that in

summer were

a

men-

ace to health, as they were throughout the whole year to navigation, there is

the

flats.

effective,

now

a

permanent depth of nearly 8

The water,

may

if

feet over all

the city of Boston's sewer system

be kept clean as

at

Riverside;

is

and whereas

formerly the river was only attractive for pleasure boats at or
near high

tide,

— and

there

was

little

boating even then, on

account of the strong currents of the flow and ebb of the tide,

— now

there

is

every inducement for such boating, because a

condition equivalent to high tide always prevails, and because

PUBLIC DOCUMENT — No.
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the oarsman or canoeist has no current to encounter except the
gentle flow of the Charles.

In a year or two all kinds of boating may be expected to inBack Bay Basin, where formerly, except on regatta
days, the Harvard crews and those of two or three boat clubs had

crease on the

practically a monopoly.

may now

Even

sailing in boats of moderate draft

be indulged in without fear of grounding on

mud

flats.

Commission for a second time recommends
useless and unsightly tide-gates between
Charlesgate East and Charlesgate West, which could be done at
a cost of from $7,000 to $10,000. Canoeing in the lower Basin
In

this report the

the removal of the

now

cannot be expected to develop

much

until these tide-gates are

removed, thus affording access to the Fens ponds, so that in

windy weather shelter may be found in those pretty lagoons
which have at last been made suitable for aquatic purposes. The
Fens outlet should be treated as has been a corresponding situation on the Alster Basin, so that it will become one of the most
Canoes starting in the
attractive points on the Boston shore.
Fens might go out into the Basin when the water was smooth
and remain in the Fens when the water in the Basin was rough.
There is a depth of 8 feet of water for a considerable distance
above the bridge at the Watertown Arsenal, and from that point
up-stream to the Galen Street Bridge near the "Watertown Dam,
where the Commission has dredged an entirely new channel,
there is a depth of 5 feet, which seems to be sufficient for ordinary power boats and

The

fact that there is

tion of

wind and

tide

other pleasure craft in use there.

all

no longer the frequent recurrence of opposi-

makes the

on the reaches above Cottage

river

much

less rough, especially

Farm Bridge and
;

although such

choppy

an expanse of water as the lower Basin

is

when

almost never unsafe for

a strong

wind

is

blowing,

it is

now

certain to be

oarsmen, though sometimes dangerous for canoeists.

In the channels of the lower Basin the dredging has been
ried to the depth of 18 feet, and

up

to the principal

car-

wharves on

the canals to the depth of 17 feet, as provided in the Charles

River Basin Act.

Not only

is

this

an additional convenience to

the shipping that goes there, but the fact that the schooners and

CHARLES RIVER BASIN COMMISSION.
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barges while lying at the wharves are not stranded at low tide

and thus risk

as they used to be,

straining,

is

responsible for an

added economy of time in unloading and reduction of damages

which often had

to

be paid to the ship owner.

Passenger Traffic on the Basin in Summer.
It is only a question of a

senger

traffic,

Basin

at

very short time before summer pas-

such as prevails to a large extent on the Alster

Hamburg,

develop on this Basin.

will

Passenger

boats propelled by steam or gasoline, furnishing accommodations

free

from

many

dirt

and the noise of

of the suburbanites

the water level

is

who

street traffic, will doubtless attract

dwell near Charles River.

Since

practically permanent, attractive public

and

private landing stages can be economically maintained.

Fresh water

many

and for

is

now

available in the Basin for

making steam

other purposes for which salt water, particularly

of the unclean variety formerly found in the Charles, was not
suitable.

The use

of the Basin in winter for skating, especially opposite

Newton and Watertown, and

Brighton,

Basin for ice-boating and other winter

the use of the lower

sports, has already con-

siderably developed.

V.

The Commission,

(a)

No

Organization and Administration.
Officers

and Employees.

change was made in the administrative

office

force during

Promotions and other changes in the engineering

the year.

force will be found described in the report of the Chief Engineer,

Mr. Hiram A. Miller, who has rendered valuable assistance in
securing the low cost and thoroughness of the work.

The Commission

desires to express

its

indebtedness to the

His extended experience as counsel, in connection
with the numerous and protracted hearings leading to the legislation provided for the Dam, peculiarly fitted William S. Youngman, Esq., for the performance of the duties as Secretary of this
Commission, and his effective and diligent work have been of
Secretary.

.

great assistance to the Commission.

The Commission

is also

pleased to take this opportunity to
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the exceptionally conscientious and efficient service

rendered by

its

Mr. Hiram A.
from the inception of the work, has

engineering and clerical forces.

Miller, the Chief Engineer

been a public servant whose

abilities

proved equal to the unique

problems which this project involved and whose integrity has

commanded complete

His principal assistant enHoward, Ferguson, Sherman, Sears,
Holmes and Plaisted, are to be commended for the thoroughness
and expedition which have characterized their work. The Commission recommends a careful reading of Mr. Miller's report,
confidence.

gineers, Messrs. Winsor,

which gives a list of the subordinate engineers. Of the clerical
force, Miss Jennie L. Rawson as chief clerk has done excellent
work, which the Commission believes will be greatly appreciated

by the Board that

is to

maintain the

Dam

and

its

appurtenances.

Misses M. F. Paton, E. F. White and H. B. Choate and Messrs.

A.

W. Treen and

assisted

F. H. Guibord have been

(&)

those

who

ably

and Buildings.

Offices

The Commission's main

office

has been continued at the same

location in the Standish Building, No.

Boston.

among

Miss Rawson.

Various

367 Boylston

Street,

have been given up as fast as the

field offices

work with which they were connected were comWith the exception of one field office, soon to be torn

parts of the
pleted.

down, and a portable
forces

now have

office

in use at Watertown, all the field

their headquarters in the

permanent buildings

constructed by the Commission for the maintenance of the various works connected with the

VI.

When

the Commission

Dam and Basin.

The Dam.

made

its

report for last year the

consisted chiefly of the timber structure of the shut-off dam.

Dam
In

the twelve months just past the permanent structure has been

advanced so near to completion that the roadway is practically
ready for use and the park area has nearly reached the stage

when

the loam surfacing can be put on.

It should be noted that the

drawbridge spans the entrance

Dam,

except where the double

to the Lock, is also a causeway
connecting Leverett Street in Boston with Bridge Street in Cam-

CHARLES RIVER BASIN COMMISSION.
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bridge,

when

an almost indestructible bridge, which,

constituting

the permanent pavement can be put down, will be

expensive to maintain than a

Dam

Beneath the

much less

steel bridge.

are nine sluices, capable, with the filling

gates, without the aid of the Lock, of lowering the

grade 2 in three spring

Through the

[Jan.

Dam

Basin

to

tides.

are two locks, the smaller one serving also

as one of the sluices.

There are

also beneath the

Dam

the outlets of two marginal

conduits, with gates, valves and other appliances,

and one

salt-

water siphon.
It

was possible

to place

on the roadway only a temporary

paving of granite blocks, owing to the certainty of considerable
settling in the earth fill, which in some places reaches a depth
of 50 feet.

The retaining walls which hold in place the earth portion of
Dam are called, respectively, the Harbor wall and the Basin

the

wall.

VII.

The Locks and

Sluices.

The ship lock, with all its
was successfully operated throughout the year. There was no
The ice which formed was
delay to traffic, even in winter.
handled successfully, and the heating apparatus within the lockgates accomplished the purpose for which it was designed.
The small boat lock was also used successfully.
Throughout the year the sluices have been used to regulate
the flow of Charles River, and have been entirely successful in
maintaining the Basin at whatever level the Commission desired
Eight of the sluices are 10 feet in height by 7 feet
to have it.
6 inches in width, and the ninth sluice, operated as a lock for
small boats when not in use for sluicing, is 10 feet by 10 feet.
Only one man is needed to operate the sluices throughout the
greater part of the year. Riprap has been placed in the river
gates, valves and other appliances,

below them, to prevent scour when at low tide the water passing
through the sluices attains considerable velocity.

The

salt

water which

is let

into the

locked from the Harbor up river

merged

outlet, into

the Basin, where

it

is

Basin when

vessels are

brought, by means of a sub-

one of the main sluices from the bottom of
goes because of

its

greater weight.

o

o
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The Lock-gate Houses.

In connection with the maintenance of the various structures,
Dam, the problem of a suitable
housing of the men and machinery became important. For that
purpose the Commission built the upper and lower lock-gate
as well as appurtenant to the

These

houses, having a total floor area of 14,985 square feet.
structures, having in

them

a great deal of electrical machinery,

have been made as far as possible

stantial looking, although simple in design,

satisfactory for the uses for

On

are sub-

and have been found

which they were intended.

The Stable and Boat-house.

IX.

stable

They

fire-proof.

'

the Cambridge side there have also been constructed a

and a boat-house, similar in appearance

to the lock-gate

houses, being built of gray-brown brick, with granite trimmings,

and having green

slate roofs,

with interior finish of buff brick.

These are for the purpose of housing horses, carriages,
etc.,

tools,

and for the accommodation of boats necessary for the care

and policing of the Basin and the Dam and the parks connected
with them. The stable has its entrance on Commercial Avenue,
and the boat-house has its entrance from Lechmere Canal.

Open Shelter on the Dam.

X.

In order that people visiting the park portion of the

Dam

to

enjoy the southerly breezes in summer might have protection

from the sun, the Commission has made plans for an open
shelter, 104 feet 4 inches by 33 feet 4 inches, of an ornamental
character.

XL The
The building over

the

Fens Gate-house.

Fens gate-chamber, known

as the

Fens

Gate-house, was erected for the purpose of housing the apparatus

connected with the sluice-gates contained therein.

These are

the gates which regulate the flow of the two conduits built by

the city of Boston for the outlet of Stony Brook, and the connection between the conduits and the Boston Marginal Conduit
built

by

this

Commission.

this gate-house

was

to stand

Considering the locality in which
and the character of the surround-

[CHARLES RIVER BASIN COMMISSION.
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ing buildings, the Commission

Much

surroundings.
its

engineers and

made

a special effort to construct

and architecture

of such material

it

attention

its architect,

[Jan.

as to lend dignity to the

was given by the Commission,
Mr. Walter R. Kattelle, to the

design and study of details.

XII.

How

The

lock-gates

the Lock and Drawbridge are operated.
and the devices for

and emptying the

filling

Lock, which have to be operated both winter and summer,

whereas most locks

are

closed

in

winter,

complicated

are

mechanisms.

The drawbridge, which
it is

is,

in fact, two drawbridges, because

divided longitudinally into two parts, each of which can

be operated separately to accommodate the
the roadway,

from

traffic

on one-half

of a design to require very careful attention

is

skilled operatives, particularly in winter.

An

illustration

drawbridge will be found in the Commission's

of the

fifth

report.

There are

also

on the Dam, besides the apparatus connected

with the locks, the mechanisms which control the sluices and the
outlets of the

Boston and Cambridge marginal conduits.

All this apparatus, which

operated by electric power,

is

under the immediate charge of a superintendent, who
an

electrical engineer,

besides,

and four

There

electrical assistants.

two lockmen on each 8-hour

is

also

is

are,

navigation

shift, to assist

through the Lock and to aid in protecting the drawbridge and
other structures

experienced at

from

first

careless navigators.

Some

difficulty was.

with the captains of towboats towing vessels

through the Lock, but since they have become acquainted with
the situation no complications have arisen.

The average time
stages of the tide
is

8%
One

is

for a complete operation of the

4% minutes,

and the average

Lock

cost for

at all

power

cents.

of the largest cargoes to pass through the Lock

tons of coal,

and another consisted of 537,000

was 2,012

feet B.

M.

of

lumber.

The maximum number

Lock in a single
day has- been 54, and the largest number of commercial vessels
and pleasure boats which passed through in a single day was
144. The greatest number of boats in the Lock at any one time
of openings of the

~d\
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Further details coucerniug the Lock will be found in

the Chief Engineer's report.

KlILES FOE THE

XIII.

USE OF THE LOCK.

became very important, for the protection of the structures
particularly the lock-gates,
in charge of the Commission,
damage to which by a careless navigator might tie up the river
that rules should be promulgated
traffic for several months,
It

—

—

and that power be given for their enforcement. Although it
was a new problem in this locality, the Commission, with the
assistance of its engineers and Lieut.-Col. Edward Burr, of the
Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., was able to agree upon a set of
regulations, which were promulgated by the War Department
under date of Oct. 13, 1908, and as amended have been in

May

since

By

6,

effect

1909.

chapter 286 of the Acts of 1909, the Legislature of

Massachusetts provided for the punishment as a misdemeanor
of violations of the rules affecting not only the

Lock but the

drawbridge.

XIV.

The Boston Embankment.

The esplanade bordering on

the Basin, on the Boston side,

has been called by the Commission the Boston Embankment.
is

It

from which residents of Boston
Where the law allowed the Commis-

the chief point of vantage

may

enjoy the

sion to

make

new Basin.
embankment wide enough,

the

a 45-foot driveway

was laid out, extending from Charles Street, near the Boston
end of the new Cambridge Bridge, a distance of about % mile
to Back Street at its junction with Otter Street.
a
Where the embankment was restricted by law to 100 feet
width which the Commission deemed insufficient to include a
driveway and a suitable breadth of greensward and promenade
there runs parallel to the embankment the private roadway
known as Back Street, 30 feet in width, and open, subject to

—

—

certain restrictions, to the use of the public.

The embankment

creates about 25 acres of park, extending

Brimmer and
new Cambridge

for a distance of 1/4 miles in the rear of Beacon,

Charles streets from Charlesgate West to the

Bridge, where a walk under the approach of this bridge connects
it

with the Charlesbank.

CHARLES RIVER BASIN COMMISSION.
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On Dec. 2, 1908, having been advised by the Boston Transit
Commission that it could set no definite time for beginning the
Riverbank subway, the Commission decided not to postpone any
longer the time when the public might enjoy the esplanade. It
therefore proceeded to complete the

ment, of which

all

fill

of the Boston

Embank-

but about $10,000 worth had already been

was necessary to protect the Boston Marginal
Conduit and its connections from frost.
Before freezing in 1909 the grass was green on the part of
the embankment back of Charles and Brimmer streets, where it
Back of Beacon
has a width varying from 240 to 300 feet.
put

in,

Street,

because

it

from Berkeley Street

to the Charlesgate,

most of the

grading and some of the seeding have been done.

Looking down-stream from Harvard Bridge, the shore of the
river

now

presents an entirely different appearance

of previous years,

— an appearance which

proved when the grass

is

fully

grown and

from that

will be greatly im-

the shrubs

and

trees

are added.

The embankment

bounded by a low granite wall

is

at the

water's edge, surmounted

by a galvanized-iron railing, to be
painted a light gray color. Next to the wall there is a broad
granolithic walk, and between the walk and the roadway

Back

Beacon Street houses there is
a gentle slope of ground, some 80 feet in width, which will be
devoted to greensward and ultimately adorned at intervals by
shrubs and trees.
Back Street has been newly surfaced and
(called

Street) back of the

provided with an attractive curb wall, by the abutters, at their

own

expense.

At each

of the cross streets between Otter Street

and Massachusetts Avenue a gravel path across the embankment gives access to the walk at the water's edge.

XV.

The

Craig-ie

Temporary Bridge.

This bridge, which provided for the

traffic

across Charles

River between the time of the tearing away of old Craigie

Bridge and the completion of the roadway across the Dam, has
been operated as heretofore, but will shortly be removed; and
the provisions of the Charles River Basin Act, allowing a space
of 360 feet below the

Dam

ing for passage up or

in which vessels

down

may

lie

while wait-

the river through the

Lock or
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through the railroad drawbridges, will be made available.
view of this bridge and its approach from the Boston side

is

in the Commission's third report.

shown

The Marginal Conduits.

XVI.

conduits, designed to take and carry below the

The marginal

Dam

A

the dry-weather flow of Stony Brook on the Boston side

and the overflow from the sewers in time of storm on both the
Boston and Cambridge sides of the river, have been in operation
throughout the year and have produced satisfactory results.
Cuts showing details of the Boston Marginal Conduit,
nections and overflow chambers will be found in the
sion's fifth

and sixth

its

con-

Commis-

reports.

Although there have been times when use was found for the
from the Boston Marginal Conduit, owing to the condition of high tide below the Dam, nothing has appeared on the
overflows

surface of the Basin to indicate that any water was overflowing

from the

This water appears to have been almost en-

conduit.

storm water, and on account of the outlets of the overflows
being extended 100 feet or more beyond the Basin wall and subtirely

merged

so as to discharge at the

bottom of the

river, has not

proved in the slightest degree offensive.

Dredging- and Pile-driving at the

XVII.

Wharves on

Broad and Lechmere Canals.
Commission in connection
with the wharves in the canals and on the lower Basin, which
is completed except as stated below, may be estimated from the

The amount

following facts

On

of

:

work done by

the

—

the canals and on the lower Basin there are 45 wharves,

occupying 10,880 linear

On Broad
amounts

feet.

Canal, which

is

80 feet in width, the total frontage

to 6,400 linear feet,

and on that canal there are 30

wharves.

On Lechmere

Canal, which

is

100 feet or more in width,

there are 12 wharves, and the frontage amounts to 3,580 linear
feet.

On

the Basin, below Cambridge Bridge, there are 3 wharves,

having; a frontage
of
\-?

On

900 linear

feet.

the upper Basin 5 wharves occupy 2,190 linear feet.

CHARLES RIVER BASIN COMMISSION.
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[Jan.

Broad Canal has been com-

pleted except in front of one property, where the owner's delayin rebuilding his wall has

impossible for the

it

In Lechmere Canal the

sion to do the work.

driven in front of

made

all

piles

Commis-

have been

properties except a portion of the Scully

property where the owner

is

seeking to have a change

made

in

the line of the canal.

The dredging has been completed

at all points

where wharves

are built, to the depths required by the Charles River Basin
Act.

The

conditions which prevailed in these canals before the

Charles River Basin work was begun will be found illustrated
in the Commission's second report.

XVIII.

Dredging to Watertown and to the Newton
Shore.

The Commission

believes that the future

Charles River will include a use of

made

of the

craft, for

similar to that which

Thames, in England, and that

is

at least for pleasure

passenger service, and perhaps for boats of light draft

Charles will be canalized.

for commercial purposes, the

therefore

it

development of

deemed

it

It

it by the
Watertown Dam.

wise, under the discretion given

Legislature, to create a channel as far as

Accordingly, contracts were

made

for the dredging of a chan-

nel 5 feet in depth below the normal Basin level, varying in

width from 50

to

120

feet,

up

to

and under the Galen Street

Bridge at Watertown, and continuing from that point to the
Watertown Dam at a width of 50 feet and to a depth of 3 feet.

On

account of the shoal water opposite the

tional dredging

is

Newton

shore, addi-

being done to connect the 5-foot channel with

the shore, and thus provide a suitable place for a public boat
landing.

XIX.

Elimination of Malarial Mosquitoes.

Investigations for this work were made by Dr. Theobald
Smith of the Harvard Medical School, and his assistant.
Some 2,000 cubic yards of excavation from the dredging at the
upper end of the Basin were deposited in tracts on the marshes
This material was used chiefly
formerly infested by mosquitoes.
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for filling ditches in the vicinity of the Faneuil station.
tional arrangements

not yet

were made for treating with

oil

Addi-

the ditches

filled.

Only a small part of

this

work had been paid

for at the end

of the year.

XX.

The Construction and Leasing of Conduits foe
Wires.

The Commission has adopted the

policy of not allowing any

pnblic-service corporation to acquire ownership in

part of

work.

its

General,

it

To

any permanent

that end, under the advice of the Attorney-

constructed conduits for wires through the

Dam, and

ducts to connect therewith under the Lock and over the sluices.

Arrangements have been made to lease the ducts in these conduits
to the telephone, telegraph and other public-service companies
which have applied, at a monthly rental, and on such a basis that
in less than fifteen years the State,
will get its

money

XXI.
Three

acts

owning the

still

structures,

back, with interest.

Legislation in 1909.

were passed by the Legislature of 1909 affecting

the Commission's work.

The first was chapter 175, authorizing the State Treasurer to
make a temporary apportionment to the cities of Boston and
Cambridge of so much of the expenditure made by the Commission as might appear to be chargeable to these cities as the cost

of construction of a suitable bridge in place of Craigie Bridge.

The second was chapter 286, previously

referred

to, to

provide

penalties for violating the rules relative to the use of the

Lock

and drawbridge.

The

third

of the Basin

July

1,

was chapter 524, relative to the care and control
by the Metropolitan Park Commission, beginning

1910.

XXII.
In addition

Legislation Recommended.

to the suggestion

made

herein, that

authority to print such additional copies of

1910:

—

it

be given

reports as the

may deem necessary, the Commission would rerecommend the following subjects for legislation in

Legislature
spectfully

its

CHARLES RIVER BASIN COMMISSION.
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The matter

of reducing the

storm water that shall find
river

from the

outlet of the

its

amount

way

[Jan.

mixed with

of sewage

into the Basin or into the

Boston Marginal Conduit below the

Dam, demands attention. Because the sewers in the Back
Bay are on the combined system, receiving both house drainage
and storm water, the pumping plant of the Boston Main Drainage system cannot take care of their entire flow in time of storm.

This condition was one of the important reasons for the building of the Boston Marginal Conduit, which was made manda-

The Boston

tory upon this Commission by the statute of 1903.

Main Drainage
that

it

may

system, however, should be put in a position so

take care of this overflow sewage as far as possible

without enlargement of

To accomplish

its plant.

this object

Commission recommends legislation to permit the connection of the Boston Marginal Conduit with the Boston main intercepting sewer at Hereford Street, in order that the overflow
from the city of Boston sewers in times of storm can be stored, so
far as possible, in the Boston Marginal Conduit and the Stony
Brook channels until after the storm has passed. When the
pumping plant of the Boston Main Drainage system is relieved,
this overflow, more or less contaminated by sewage, can then flow
back into the Boston Main Drainage system, and not be disthis

charged below the
at

high

tide.

Dam or

The

into the Basin in case the storm comes

cost of this connection will be a

tively small amount, while its value for sanitary

purposes

In

its

may

compara-

and

esthetic

be of great importance.

recommendations

to the Legislature of

1909 the Com-

mission suggested that authority be given to erect a pumping

from $4,000 to $5,000, to provide
circulation for the water in the Fens ponds but the Legislature
thought it wise to subject the Fens ponds to a test of a year unplant, at an estimated cost of

;

der the conditions wherein the circulation formerly provided by

During the past year, and particusummer, observations were made on the condition of the water in the Fens ponds.
The following quotation
is from a letter of the Superintendent of Parks of the city of
Boston under date of Nov. 23, 1909 " I noticed a deterioration
the tides would be lacking.

larly during the

:

Fens Basin during the latter part of this
season, which would indicate that some provision will have to
of the water in the
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It

would seem

to

me

that the matter ought to be taken up this winter, so as to have
it

ready for operation next season."

The Commission would,
pump-

therefore, respectfully urge that legislation to provide the

ing station as aforesaid be enacted at an early date, in order

summer

properly to prepare for the

In

its

recommendations

of 1910.

to the Legislature of

1909 the Com-

mission also dealt with the desirability of securing an open
connection between the Fens ponds and the river.

This can be

done by removing, at an expense of $7,000 to $10,000, the gatechamber in the old sea-wall and the gate-chamber alongside of
Beacon Street, which structures are across the outlet of the Fens
ponds and prevent the passage of boats and canoes.

There should be legislation authorizing the Metropolitan Park
Commission, when
to
to

it

assumes the care and control of the Basin,

remove or compel the removal from the Basin of obstructions
navigation, such as sunken scows, piles or other materials.

XXIII.
The Commission
it

is

Litigation.

pleased to report that in nearly seven years

has had no suit brought against

tration of its work.

It has

it,

had numerous petitions on account

of land takings, and has disposed of

was a dispute

there

growing out of the adminisall

these cases except

where

as to title.

Attorney-General Malone has successfully defended before
the

Supreme Judicial Court one

suit for

an injunction

to pre-

vent the Commission's carrying out the directions of the Legislature,

and has defeated on demurrer the application of numerous

other parties for injunction.

XXIV.
(a)

A

Important Records.

record of the tides

is

kept at the

Dam

by means of

an automatic, continuous, recording tide gage. The Basin level
is also kept by a recording gage.
The records of both these
gages are checked every half hour by the men at the Lock, who
take readings from separate gages and make entries of the same
in the superintendent's record book.
(&)

A

record of the vessels passing through the Lock, giving

CHARLES RIVER BASIN COMMISSION.
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the

name and

description of the vessels, together with the kind

and tonnage of the cargo,

A

(c)

record

the Bleachery

Dedham,

[Jan.

is

Dam

is also

kept at the lock-gate house.

kept of the flow of the Charles River over
in Watertown, and another record

kept in

is

Commission to anticipate any
by lowering the Basin through the sluices.

in order to enable the

flood in Charles River

XXV.

Contracts.

The Commission awarded 33

contracts during the year, the

which will be found in the Chief Engineer's report,
A list of the contracts made and pending will
be found in Appendix C.
details of

printed herewith.

XXVI.

Hearings, Meetings and Conferences.

The Commission gave during

XXVII.

conferences.

Reports issued by the Commission.

The Commission had
only 450 copies of
officials

the year 9 hearings, besides hold-

many

ing 92 formal meetings and

its

for distribution during the past year

Many

requests, even from public
which are to pay for the work,
The year 1910 will be the appropriate

report.

of the cities and towns

have had to be denied.

year for the apportionment of the expenses of the Charles River

Basin Commission among the
tan Park District.

cities

and towns of the Metropoli-

The report herewith submitted

prove helpful to the

who

will appear before the apportionment commission.

officials

hoped
and towns

it is

may

of the various cities

The

dis-

cussion of this apportionment will increase the demands for the
report, rather than diminish them.

The general law

relative

commissions having been amended recently, the
Commission will have during the year 1910 only 100 copies for

to the reports of

distribution, unless the Legislature acts favorably

mendation that authority be given

XXVIII.

on

its

recom-

to print additional copies.

Statement of Expenditures and Receipts.

The following statement
mitted, as required by law

:

of expenditures and receipts

—

is

sub-
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Expenditures.

The

amount of expenditures for the year beginning Dec.
is $876,532.60.
The total
amount from July 29, 1903, the date of the organization of the
Commission, to Nov. 30, 1909, is $3,597,727.80.
The general character of these expenditures is as follows
1,

total

1908, and ending Nov. 30, 1909,

:

For the Year Ending

—
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For the Year Ending
Nov. 30, 1909.

Amounts

made

....
&
.....

prior to Dec.

Contract No.

1,

— Contracts.
and

completed

Contracts

5108,165 16

brought forward,

Construction

1,

payments

final

1908,

Holbrook, Cabot

Corporation,.

Rollins

No. 5, Henry R. Worthington,
No. 25, Coffin Valve Co.,
No. 27, Coffin Valve Co.,
No. 30, New Jersey-West Virginia

Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract
Bridge
Contract
Contract
Contract

3,674 97

Co.,

No.
No.
No.

41,
44,
48,

Coffin Valve Co.,
Coleman Bros.,

1,957 80
49,392 97

.

The Lumsden & Van Stone
1,472 60

Co.,

Contract No. 50, Holbrook, Cabot & Rollins
Corporation,
Contract No. 51, Lynch & Woodward,
Contract No. 66, The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing

.

.

.

.

.

....

facturing Co.,

Contract No.

Chapman Valve

104,

.

Supply Co.,
Contract No. Ill, American Luxfer Prism Co
of Illinois,
112,
113,

William H. Ellis,
Consumers' Coal Corpora-

.......

Contract No. 114, Nightingale & Childs Co.,
Contract No. 115, The Simplex Electrical Co.,
Contract No. 116, William H. Wood Lumber
Co.,

......
...
......
.......

Contract No.

117,

Co.,

Contract No.

118,

119,

tion,

Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract

No.
No.
No.
No.

Co.,

New England

1,400 00
793 53

584 00
1,893 58

1,019 00
5,011 83
1,060 55
681 99
1,424 54

1,764 94

Structural

Walworth Construction

688 00

&

124, T. H. Gill Co.,
125, Gibby Foundry Co.,
126, David S. McCabe,
Construction
127, Vulcan Rail
.

.

446 66
15,518 33
737 29

924 00

560 50
60,595 46
514 00
305 00

&

.....

Contract No. 128, Holbrook, Cabot & Rollins
Corporation,.
Contract No. 129, United States Cast Iron
Pipe & Foundry Co.,
Contract No. 130, William H. Ellis,
Contract No. 131, Barrett Manufacturing Co.,

Amounts

6,978 47
4,816 57
3,125 58

3,267 41

Supply Co.,
No. 120, W. A. & H. A. Root, Inc.,
No. 121, Camden Iron Works,.
No. 122, Eastern Clay Goods Co.,
No. 123, Consumers' Coal Corpora-

Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract

71
11

49
75
39
82
00

The Lockwood Manufac

turing Co.,

Contract No.

45
74

00

1,025 00

Contract No. 105, Coleman Bros.,
Contract No. 106, William L. Miller,
Contract No. 107, The Brown Hoisting Ma
chinery Co.,
Contract No. 108, Bay State Hardware Co.,
Contract No. 109, General Electric Co.,
Contract No. 110, Walworth Construction &

Contract No.
Contract No.

474 82
25,006
603
1,000
15,694
20,849
976
493
6,712
948
575

Manufac-

Co

tion,

120,183 60
1,634 78

Co

No. 71, Dodd & McLaughlin,
No. 81, William H. Ellis,
No. 89, Wm. H. Wood & Co.,
No. 90, Gibby Foundry Co.,
No. 94, Horton & Hemenway,
No. 95, Hiram W. Phillips,
No. 97, The Merrill Co.,
No. 98, Barnes-Pope Electric Co.,
No. 100, The Norcross Brothers Co.
No. 101, Buerkel & Co.,
No. 102, General Electric Co.,
No. 103, The Cutler- Hammer Manu

Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract

turing

$224,018 77

carried forward

11,279 33
34,241 74
1,315 67
2,897 91
1,143 28

8641,684 93
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From Beginning of
Work to Nov. 30, 1909.
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From Beginning of
Work to Nov. 30, 1909.

For the Year Ending

Nov.

Amounts
Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

132, John A. Bradford Coal Co.,
133, Cavanagh Brothers,
134, Bay State Dredging Co.,
135, Frederic C. Alexander,
136, William H. Ellis,
Co.,
138, Charles W. Dolloff
142, Fibre Conduit Co.,
.

460 38
5,768
19,349
9,889
7,846
2,975
4,104

.

&

.

Professional services
rates,

Freight and express,

Jobbing and repairing,
Tools, machinery, appliances and hardware

$44,737
9
9
87
190
540

00
2,629,671195

$2 00
147,126 60

99
00
48
90
89

217 00
11 60
122 90

890 29
2,089 38

10

4,031 97
2,804 35
1,735 06

.......
....

gravel,

Municipal and corporation work,
Furniture

95
44
75
09
00

5,768
19,349
9,889
7,846
2,975
4,104

692,078 54

supplies
Castings, ironwork and metals,
Pipe and valves,
Paint and coating
Fuel, oil and waste,
Lumber and field buildings
Drain pipe,
Brick, cement and stone,

Sand and

$550,891 86

460 38

95
44
75
09
00
00

— Additional.

Traveling

Water

$108,165 16 $2,579,278 34

— Contracts — Con.

Construction
Advertising,

Labor,

30, 1909.

$641,684 93

brought forward,

Construction

25

71.

.

19,094
11,197
6,734
2,050
2,303
14,176

521 85
678 47
5,181 66
810 05
25 91
75 15
4,937 90
1,625 88

Unclassified supplies
Telephone, lighting and power,

880 36
4,891 87

Miscellaneous expenses

1,875 91

10

94
72
54
27
88
05
35
50
69
60
07
50
24

810
67
185
10,625
1,763
1,431
10,428
6,104

237,433 22

75,651 75

Real Estate.

Legal and expert,

$1,765 45
146 55
125,233 21

$637 15

Care and disposal,
Settlements

Payment

relative to betterments to be assessed on remainder of land of Massachusetts

Charitable
Purchase,

Eye and Ear

Infirmary,

1,691 40
50,894 16

Totals,

637 15

179,730177

$876,532 60

$3,597,727 80

The foregoing expenditures have been
various objects or works as follows:

—

For the Year
Ending Nov. 30,
1909.

Dam,
Temporary bridge and approaches,
Drawbridge,

........
......
.....

Highway,
Dredging, pile-driving and protection work in Basin,
Broad Canal,
Lechmere Canal,
Boston Embankment,
Boston Marginal Conduit,
Cambridge Marginal Conduit,
.

....

Elimination of malarial mosquitoes,
Totals

269,896
85,688
22,598
5,399
4,075
39,673
11,083
6,528
260,613
149,136
5,422
128

the

From Beginning
Work to Nov.

of

30, 1909.

Administration,

Lock,

among

distributed

40
30
44
94
03
61
35
17
64
91
98
95

$876,532 60

$94,011
827,913
670,291
179,324
96,502
4,314
75,013
110,797
48,634
764,882
627,215
98,698
128

97

50
15
11

44
15
95
40
16
32
11

59
95

$3,597,727 80
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Receipts.

The
1909,
to

amount of receipts for the year ending Nov. 30,
$6,899.29, and the total of receipts from July 29, 1903,

total

is

Nov. 30, 1909,

is

$9,463.

The general character

To

the Credit of the

Buildings,
Labor, tools, supplies

To

of these receipts

follows

:

—

For the Year
Ending Nov. 30,

From Beginning
of Work to Nov.

1909.

30, 1909.

Loan Fund.

and reimbursements,

the Credit of the

is as

$276 00

S279 00

6,623 29

7,373 51

3,899 29

$9,463 00

Sinking Fund.

Rents,

1,810 49

Totals

The foregoing
works

jects or

receipts have been credited to the various ob-

as follows

:

—

For the Year
Ending Nov. 30,
1909.

From Beginning
Work to Nov.

of

30, 1909.

Dam,

$314 63

$2,131 62

Lock,

210 26

648 83

Temporary bridge and approaches,
Drawbridge,

58 90

202 59

120 00

201 00

Dredging, pile-driving and protection work in Basin,

Broad Canal,

2 00

6,060 40

6,070 40

5 59

7 69

118 71

142 96

Lechmere Canal,
Boston

7 00

Embankment

.....

Boston Marginal Conduit,

Cambridge Marginal Conduit
Totals

10 80

48 91

$6,899 29

$9,463 00

The report of the Chief Engineer follows.
In Appendix A will be found chapter 465 of

the Acts of 1903

and chapter 65 of the Acts
of 1905 and chapters 368 and 402 of the Acts of 1906, which
(original Charles River Basin Act),

amend

the same

;

also chapter

107 of the Resolves of 1904,

chapter 158 of the Acts of 1906, chapter 404 of the Acts of
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1907, chapters 445 and 633 of the Acts of 1908, and chapters
175, 286 and 524 of the Acts of 1909.

In appendix

B

is

printed a specimen of the distribution

voucher used by the Commission.
Respectfully submitted,

HENRY

YERXA,
JOSHUA B. HOLDEN,
EDGAR R. CHAMPLIN,
D.

Charles River Basin Commission.
Boston,

May

25, 1910.
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REPORT OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER.

the Charles River Basin Commission.

To

Gentlemen

:

— The following

is

a report of the

work

of the

engineering department for the year ending Nov. 30, 1909.

Organization.

Mr. John L. Howard continued in charge of

field

work, as

principal assistant engineer.

Mr. Edward C. Sherman, division engineer, continued in
charge of designing, drafting and other office work until April
24, 1909,

when he

resigned to accept a position of designing

engineer with the Isthmian Canal Commission, Culebra, C. Z.

Mr. Walton H. Sears continued as mechanical engineer until
April 21, 1909, when he was promoted to the rank of division
engineer, and was in charge of designing, drafting and other
office

work.

Mr. Frederic P. Stearns continued

to

act

consulting

as

engineer.

Mr. Guy Lowell continued

to act as consulting architect

and

landscape architect.

Dr. Theobald Smith, of the Harvard Medical School, was
consulted in regard to the elimination of malarial mosquitoes.

The engineering

force at the beginning of the year

numbered

and was increased from time to time as the work required,
until August 7, when it numbered 86. At the end of the year it
82,

numbered 75.
The names of the

assistants in the engineering department,

not mentioned above,

who have been employed

for not less than

one month are given below, with the positions last held, together

with an indication of the work performed by them

:

—
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Division Engineers.

John N. Ferguson,

In charge of the construction of the Boston
Embankment and the Boston Marginal
Conduit, also in charge of measurements
of the flow of the river at Waltham and

,

'

of the inspection of the sewer overflows
into the Basin below the Cottage

Farm

Bridge.
J.

Albert Holmes,

.

In charge of the work at the Dam and
Lock, and the dredging in the Cambridge
canals and Basin.

Electrical Engineer.

Arthur

I.

Plaisted,

.

Electrical design

and construction and the

operation of the Lock, drawbridge and
flood sluices.

Architectural Engineer.

Walter R. Kattelle,

.

Design, specifications for and supervision
of the construction of Fens gate-house

and boat-house preparation of
working drawings, specifications
and details for the open shelter; and the

and

stable

;

studies,

supervision of the construction of lockgate houses.

Assistant Engineers.

Morton F. Sanborn,

Walter E. Wheeler,
John Ayer,

,

In charge of work on the Boston Marginal
Conduit and Boston Embankment; also
in charge of the work at Watertown.
In charge of work at the Dam and sluices.
Designs, tests at sluices and general

office

work.

Walter N. Charles,

.

Albert J. Holmes,

.

Robert E. Wise,

Frank V. Andrews,
Arthur E. Tarbell,

.

In charge of the Bridge Street office work
and calculations.
Taking plans, miscellaneous studies and
designs, and general office work.
Designs, estimates and general office work.
In charge of work at the Lock and the
Boston end of the Dam.
In charge of work on the Boston Embankment.

..
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Instrumentmen, Draftsmen and Bodmen.

Leroy P. Henderson,
Ernest E. Lothrop,

.

Henry M. McCue,
Sydney W. Bampton,

Dow H.

Instrumentman.
Instrumentman

.

Instrumentman.

.

Instrumentman.
Instrumentman.

Nicholson,

Frederick H. Burke,

Instrumentman.
Instrumentman.

Ralph W. Emerson,
James Hayes, Jr.,

.

Daniel P. Kelley,

.

Instrumentman.
Instrumentman.

Thomas

.

Instrumentman.

P. Dorsey,

Everett H. Fernald,

Instrumentman.
Instrumentman.

Timothy Guiney,
Everett N. Hutchins,
Alphonsus O'FarrelL

Holman

Pearl,

I.

Instrumentman.

Instrumentman.
Instrumentman.

Frederick J. Welch,
William F. Bowes,
.

Instrumentman.
Instrumentman.

Ernest N. Briggs,

.

Instrumentman.

Edward

.

Instrumentman.

.

Instrumentman.
Instrumentman.

Brown,
Arthur G. C. Chapman,
S.

Lester S. Daniels,

William F. Donovan,
Thomas R. Hazelum,

Instrumentman.

Edward

L. Lincoln,

William

J.

Instrumentman.
Instrumentman.

Lumbert,

John F. O'Connell,

.

Charles J. O'Donnell,
Charles M.

Upham,

.

Clifford Allbright,

Robert

.

W. Mawney,

Robert L. Smith,

George M. Belcher,
John F. Callahan, Jr.,
George S. Coleman,
Elmer L. Ford,
Herbert 0. Welsch,
.

.

Ralph Kelly,
Thomas J. Magner,
.

Charles

W.

Morrison,

Charles R. Berry,

.

Kenneth P. Armstrong,

Edmund

A. Arnold,

Carlos F. Bacon,

Adrian

J. Biche,

Instrumentman.

Instrumentman
Instrumentman.
Instrumentman.
Architectural draftsman.

Draftsman.
Draftsman.

Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
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John R. Bowman,
Walter K. Brownell,
.

.

.

Peter L. Dillon,

.

.

Harry R. Draper,

.

.

William A. Enegess,
George H. Gray,
James J. Greene,

.

Cornelius A. Guiney,

.

.

.

Campbell Hunt,
Elmer Jacobs,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Cleveland Justis,

.

.

Robert S. Kimball,

.

.

Beardsley Lawrence,

.

Carl H. Lovejoy,

.

.

James McKnight,
Buckingham Miller,
William P. Monahan,
George A. Montague,
Chauncey R. Mosher,
.

Russell J. Neagle,

.

George F. Noonan,
Charles E. Norwood,

Aaron B. Noyes,
J. Post,

P. Simm,

Douglas

W.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Charles F. Robinson,

Roy

.

.

.

Charles E. O'Brien,

Adolph

.

.

.

Smeaton,

Harvey E. Snow,
Harold C. Whitmore,
Joseph E. McDermott,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Rodman.
Inspectors.

Charles E. Baker, Jr.,

Samuel B. Horton,
Franklin L. Mason,

.

.

John P. McKnight,
Samuel Taylor,
William L. Wadleigh,
.

Martin F. Culbert,
Walter A. Livermore,
George 0. Souci,
.

Thomas

L.

Whelan,

— on dredging.
— on granolithic work of Boston
Embankment.
Inspector, — on buildings for Fens gatehouse, stable and boat-house.
Inspector, — on concrete masonry
Dam.
Inspector, — on
Inspector, — on
Fens gate-house.
Inspector, — on masonry.
Inspector, — on pile-driving and masonry.
Inspector, — on
Inspector, — on pile-driving and masonry.
Engineering inspector,

Inspector,

at

pile-driving.

installing

pile-driving.

sluice-gates

at
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Roy

C. Aiken,

Edwin W.

Ellis,

Bernard E. Grant,

.

.

Inspector,

.

.

Inspector,

.

.
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— on concrete masonry.
— on pile-driving and masonry.

Inspector and timekeeper.

Electrical Assistants at the

Dam

and Lock.

Henry H. Hoelscher.
Orrin P. Gifford, Jr.
Charles E. Taylor.

Charles B. Wagner.

Stenographers and Clerks.
Jennie L. Rawson,

.

.

Stenographer

and

clerk,

work, accounts and

Helen B. Choate,
Mabel P. Paton,

.

.

Stenographer and

clerk.

.

.

Stenographer and

clerk.

Edith P. White,

.

.

Stenographer and

clerk.

O'Neil, Jr.,

.

Stenographer and

clerk.

John

J.

Ruby H.

Graves,

Veronica G. Lowe,
Annie R. Maxwell,
Alfred
F.

Wm.

Treen,

.

.

Stenographer.

.

.

Stenographer.

.

.

Stenographer.

.

.

Howard Guibord,

William

J.

Fonseca,

.

.

— administrative

letters.

Clerk.
Clerk.

Messenger.

Three members of the force have died during the year. Mr.
Timothy Guiney, instrumentman, died very suddenly from
Capt. A. W. Smith, the drawheart failure on February 4.
tender at the Craigie temporary bridge, died June 29, following
an operation. Captain Smith had been employed on the old
Craigie Bridge by the Bridge Commissioners of the cities of

Boston and Cambridge since early in the seventies.
formerly a captain of a sailing

vessel,

and through his long-con-

tinued service as drawtender was well and favorably
all

navigation interests passing up and

Edwin W.

Ellis, inspector, died

He was

August

down

3,

known

to

Mr.
immediately after an
the river.

operation for appendicitis.

In addition to the above regular employees, Mr. Herbert L.
Sherman, 12 Pearl Street, Boston, continued to have charge of
the cement testing and of such other testing as required chemical
analysis; Stowell & Cunningham, of Albany, N. Y., were employed as inspectors on mill and shop work; Mr. William

R. Conard, of Burlington, N.

J.,

was employed

as inspector of
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and special castings; Mr. Squire Howarth, 7
Eegent Square, Koxbury, continued to inspect miscellaneous
materials and shop work; and Prof. C. E. Fuller, of the
cast-iron pipe

mechanical engineering department of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has continued to make tests to determine
the physical properties of metals as required.

The

principal engineering

The

ston Street, Boston.

office

was continued

field office

at

367 Boyl-

at 12 Bridge Street, East

Cambridge, was continued throughout the year. During the
month of July a temporary field office was maintained in the
new building of the Union Boat Club, but this was abandoned

on August 1 and the force was accommodated in the superintendent's apartment at the lower lock-gate house and in movable
used on the work.

field offices

The two

" Craigie "

gasoline launches,

and " Lechmere,"

have been used for transporting the engineering parties to difDuring
ferent parts of the work and moving the sounding raft.
the winter both boats were hauled out, and thoroughly repaired

and painted.

Dam and

A

Lock.

considerable portion of the time of the

office

force

was

devoted to preparing designs, plans, estimates and specifications
for the following

work surfacing the portion of the
:

Dam

east of

the Lock, paving the roadway, steps and retaining walls at the
Dam, stable and boat-house, open shelter, steam-heating systems
for the gate-houses

and

sluices,

apparatus for removing stop-

planks, system of oil storage for the oil used in lubricating the
lock-gates,

manhole frames and covers for the highway,

grilles

for windows at the sluices, changes in the Leverett Street sewer
outlet, operating

machinery for raising the doors of the boat-

house, guards for the gears of the lock-gate operating machinery,
additional gearing for capstans, auxiliary brakes for the drawbridge, conduits for electrical ducts across the
service corporations, installation of a

Ruud

Dam

for public-

automatic water

heater for the lower lock-gate house, roadway gates for the drawbridge, fences at the

Dam

and Lock, screens for pump-wells,

trolley pole for supporting the

roadway gates

east of the Lock,

cast-iron stairs for the sluices, slate panels for the operating

room

at the

Dam, water and drainage

systems, ducts for electric
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and semaphores and other signals for

use in connection with the operation of the Lock; also making

determine the capacity of the

tests, to

sluices,

boiler

tests,

hydraulic computations in connection with overflows, and
culations of the stability of the lock-gates

used in jacking up the lock-gates and method of lubri-

to be

cating stems of the filling gates

;

calculating cost of a suitable

bridge which would have been required
built

cal-

studying method

;

;

and miscellaneous

if

the

Dam had

not been

details.

Lock-gate Houses.

The lower

lock-gate house

was completed

at the

end of the

previous year, with the exception of the interior finish, orna-

mental iron, marble and

slate

work, plastering and painting.

This house was finished early in the year.
bought, consisting of tables, chairs, desks,

Furnishings were

etc.,

finished in dark

Beds
purchased and

oak, to correspond with the interior finish of the house.

and bedding for the men's dormitory were

also

installed.

During the previous year the walls and roof

trusses of the

upper lock-gate house had been erected and the roofing had been
boarded

in,

completed.

and nearly all of the interior brickwork had been
The work during the period covered by this report

consisted of putting on the interior finish, setting doors

and

windows, and completing the interior brickwork and cast-iron
fascias.

A

considerable

number

of miscellaneous accessories for the

operation of the lock-gate houses were designed or studied dur-

ing the year,

among which might be noted

the cases for the

contactor boards, slate finish for the rear of the switchboards
in the tower room, an automatic gas water heater, screens for

14-inch and 24-inch pump-wells, and a lighter for the handling
of stop-planks at the

landing

The

Lock and

to be used at other times as a

float.

original designs did not contemplate heating the upper

lock-gate house, though allowance for doing so

design of the boiler plant

;

was made in the

but owing to the large amount of

condensation inside the house occurring in cold weather and the

damaging

effect thereof

on exposed steelwork and particularly
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was decided

to install

radiators necessary to keep the house at a temperature sufficient
to prevent such conditions.

the

work completed.

Plans were accordingly made and

Connection was made with a l^-inch

high-pressure steam pipe already entering the house for use in

The pressure was reduced by

heating the lock-gates.

a reduc-

ing valve to about 5 pounds per square inch for use in the
heating system, the radiating surface of which consists of castiron radiators

hung on

Condensation

the walls.

is

removed

by traps and
Tests were made of the 14-inch and 24-inch pumps at the
Lock during the year, all of which were unsatisfactory. The
contractor furnished a new suction pipe and foot valve for each
discharged into the lock-gate recess.

pump and
an

a

effort to

of the

new

new

lubricating system for each thrust-bearing, in

alter the plans of the 2-inch

the

same

Owing

improve the capacity.

pump

to the increased size

pump,

foot valve of the 14-inch

it

was necessary

to

designed to be installed in

This was satisfactorily accomplished, but at

well.

the end of the year the

pump had

not been erected.

Lock-gates.

The

lock-gates, their operating

machinery and the boiler plant

have been described in previous reports.

During the year

their

In order to eliminate, so
the dangers attending an inspection of the trucks

operation continued satisfactorily.
far as possible,

of the lock-gates under air pressure, telephones were installed

by which the man under

air pressure could converse

with his

attendant in the upper or open portion of the lock-gates.

A

study was made of caissons to be attached to the lock-gates, by
which they could be floated should it be desirable for any reason
to remove a gate finished drawings, however, were not made.
;

The

lock-gates

were originally operated from a temporary

operating tower by temporary wiring.

During the year the
change was made from temporary to permanent operation, and
it

took about one mile of lead-covered electric cables for the per-

manent wiring of the control of the motors operating the
The cast-iron gears originally used on the filling
have been replaced by new cut gears.

gates.

lock-

gates
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Roadway.

On

Dam,

account of the change of grade at the two ends of the

one connecting with Charles Street in Boston and the other with

Commercial Avenue at Prison Point Street in Cambridge, it
was necessary to raise the grade of the old streets and to construct a masonry wall on the Boston side along the northerly end
This work of regrading and of constructof the Charlesbank.
ing masonry was substantially completed at the end of the year,
and the work of laying necessary duct conduits for electrical
wires, so far as they came within the roadway, was in progress
at the

same time.

The work

of paving the

Dam

roadway of the

was commenced

during the year, including the necessary catch-basins, drains,

The

total

width of the roadway between fence lines

with a sidewalk 10 feet in width on each

The foundation under

gravel, varying

is

The paving

were laid on a gravel base rather than on a concrete
the

maximum

depth of

filling is

some 50

feet, it is

blocks

base, as the

roadway had been in place only a short time

for the

is

at the edgestone to about 2 feet

in thickness at the center of the roadway.

fill

etc.

feet,

Railway Company.

the stone block paving

from about 12 inches in thickness

85

In the center

side.

a double line of tracks of the Boston Elevated

is

;

and as

expected that

more or less settlement will occur for two or three years. For
the same reason, that is, on account of settlement, the temporary
catch-basins are constructed of oil barrels instead of masonry.

The use

of the drawbridge where the

necessitated

the
feet

roadway gates

draw should be open.
between sidewalk

gates,

and

it

crosses the

Lock

on the highway when

The roadway, having

lines,

was decided

highway

to stop traffic

a width of 85

required the use of rather unusual

to use iron gates, similar to those in use

on the Charlestown Bridge, one for each half of the roadway on
each side of the draw, these being hung on specially designed
ley poles located in the center of the roadway.

composed of a horizontal
6 inches to 3 inches

steel plates.

trol-

gate

is

wrought-iron pipe of sizes from

shrunk together, from which

ible curtain of /4-inch

bottom by

rail of

Each
is

hung

a flex-

wrought-iron rods loosely connected at the

The

butt end of the rail

is fitted

connection to a vertical shaft attached to the trolley pole.

with a

On the
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an adjustable rod extending

to a point

The shaft is fitted with
about the center of gravity of the gate.
The outer end of
gate.
the
with
rotates
suitable bearings and
engages with a
which
each gate is furnished with a spring catch,
latch containing a spring buffer attached to the lower lock-gate
house in the case of one gate and to the roadway fences in the

case of the others.

Drawbridge.

The motor brakes originally installed in the machinery for
operating the draw were found to be inadequate when the draw
was operated in a high wind or when covered with snow. For
this reason it was deemed advisable to install auxiliary brakes.
A general design was furnished by the Scherzer Eolling Lift
Bridge Company, which was developed in detail by the office
force, and the work on the erection of the auxiliary brakes was
commenced toward the close of the year.
Operation of Loch and Drawbridge.

The operation

of the

diate charge of a

superintendent,

Under him

engineer.

Lock and drawbridge

who

is

is

under the imme-

also the

are four electrical assistants,

electrical

who

operate

the lock-gates and drawbridge from the tower in the lower lockgate house, working in three shifts of eight hours each, and not
more than forty-eight hours per week except in cases of emergency. There are two lockmen on each shift to assist navigation
through the Lock and to take and make fast lines as directed.
The force have exercised judgment in handling the traffic and in
maintaining the various electrical, mechanical and heating
appliances.

The Lock and drawbridge were operated

successfully through-

out the year without any delay to navigation.
tains have

become acquainted with the situation

The tugboat

cap-

at the Lock,

and

take their tows through without difficulty.

The

electrical devices for the control of the

Lock and draw-

bridge have been completed during the past year and have proved
satisfactory.

There has been occasion

to

pump

out the Lock eight times dur-

ing the year, for examining the various gates,
water, and for cleaning the Lock.

etc.,

that are under

This has been done generally
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with naviga-

pumping out is about two hours.
Lock have shown no deterioration of

The time consumed

for

The examinations of the
masonry or lock-gates.
The average time for complete operation of the Lock at
stages of tide in Harbor is 4% minutes, and the average cost
power

is

8%

cents.

Among

all

for

the largest cargoes to pass through

was one of 2,012 tons of coal and one of 537,000 feet
The greatest number of openings of the Lock
The greatest
was
any
week-day
in
54, and in any Sunday 44.
number of commercial vessels and pleasure boats to pass through
in any week-day was 135 and in any Sunday 144. The greatest
number of boats in the Lock at any one time was 18.
the Lock

B.

M.

of lumber.

Heating Plant.

The

boiler plant at the

Lock

is

used to heat the upper and

lower lock-gate houses, the lock-gates themselves, the chambers
containing the sluice-gates used to control the flow of the river,

and the

stable

and boat-house on the Cambridge side of the

river.

The plant

consists of

two horizontal, return tubular

boilers,

each having 52 tubes 3 inches in diameter and 16 feet long,

with a heating surface of 755 square feet and a grate area of 16
square

feet.

This plant was built

to

burn anthracite

coal,

and a

Sturtevant blower was connected with the flue in order to furnish a good draft at

all

times, as the

chimney

is

not high.

The

plant used 297 tons of coal during the year, varying from

ton per day in mild weather to

2%

%

tons per day on the coldest

days.

All of the steam piping at the Lock, including that in the boiler

room, pipe galleries under the Lock and walls of the Lock, have

been covered with magnesia covering; that in the boiler room
has no covering outside of the magnesia other than the usual light

duck; that outside of the boiler room, however, including the

steam main between the Lock and the

sluices,

has an additional

water-proof covering consisting of two layers of roofing paper
held in place with asphaltum paint and copper wire, and a jacket
of 10-ounce, 28-inch duck, sewed on, glue-sized and painted with

three coats of red lead paint.
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obtaining bids for coal each contractor was required to

state in his bid the price per ton of coal

and the percentage of

ash expected, this percentage being used as a basis for the comparison of bids and a basis for payment, as follows
:

For an increase up

by the contractor, no correction

or below the standard established

was made in the

—

to 2 per cent, in the ash contained above

When

price.

the variation exceeded 2 per cent,

above or below the standard, corrections in the price were made
as follows: for variations from the standard percentage of ash
exceeding 2 and less than 2.5 above and below, the deduction or
addition of 15 cents per ton, respectively, was made; for each
additional

%

of 1 per cent, or fraction thereof, in excess of 2.5

per cent., 3 cents per ton more was deducted or added, respec-

This deduction was made up to a maximum ash of 14 per
For each additional % of 1 per cent, or fraction thereof in
excess of 14 per cent., 6 cents per ton more was deducted.

tively.

cent.

When
the price

the sulphur exceeded 1 per cent, further correction in

was made

for each .01 of 1 per cent, in

as follows:

excess of 1 per cent., the

sum

of

% cent per ton was deducted.

The Commission reserved the

right to reject

any

coal

which

contained ash in excess of 15 per cent, or sulphur in excess of
1.75 per cent.

was stipulated that
own expense, remove the coal within

In case of such rejection

the contractor should, at his

it

ten days after being notified so to do.

Sluices.

Kiprap was placed

at the lower

end of the

winter, in order to prevent scouring

sluices

when lowering

during the

the elevation

During the period of high flows in
the river it was noticed that the discharge from the sluices was
scouring some material from around the pile bents of the temporary bridge, located about 150 feet below the outlet, and in

of the water in the Basin.

order to protect the earth at this point several schooner loads of

riprap were deposited.

Since this riprap has been deposited no

movement of the material has been noted.
The eight sluice-gates, 7 feet 6 inches by 10 feet, have been
The specifications under which these
in operation all the year.
gates were built required that the contractor should keep them
in repair " for two years after they are erected, tested, operated
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and accepted, " and under this clause several of the motors and
armatures have been overhauled and repaired during the year.
So far there has been no trouble in operating these gates on
account of freezing, but in order to minimize as much as possible the trouble

from

this cause, canvas screens

each end of each

the stop-plank grooves at

were placed in

sluice, to

prevent in

some degree the admission of cold air.
In previous years a sluice was constructed along the Basin
wall on the easterly side of the forebay of the sluices, for the
purpose of drawing salt water from the bottom of the Basin and
During the present year a timdischarging it below the Dam.
ber submerged outlet was constructed for this sluice, extending

down some 28

normal elevation of the water in

feet below the

the Basin, for the purpose of drawing the salt water into one of
the

main

sluices, access to the

water from the ordinary entrance

by
During the greater part of the year only one man

being cut

stop-planks.

off

is

needed

freshet flows occur, and particularly

Basin, an additional force
does not

jam

running the
it is

is

at the entrance of the sluices

ice

is

ice in the

and

also to assist in

through the ice-run gate in the upper lock-gate as

broken up in the Basin and canals.

"Work on the earth

Filling.

filling at the

year except in the winter.
the

there

necessary in order to see that ice

Earth

was

when

to

when

operate the sluice-gates that control the river flow, but

Dam

proceeded during the

Earth was brought in scows from

Harbor and from the Basin and the Cambridge canals some
also brought from Cambridge in carts.
;

Retaining Walls.

The

earth portion of the

walls, one,

Harbor

Dam

is

held in place by masonry

on the down-stream side of the roadway, called the

and the other, on the up-stream side of the park on
the Dam, called the Basin wall.
wall,

The Harbor wall

is

a

masonry structure built on piles with
from elevation 98 to elevation 101.

a concrete base extending

From
ashlar

this point to the coping the wall is faced

with quarry-faced

masonry with concrete or rubble backing.

The

face of
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laid to a curve having a radius of 30 feet.

The

piers

of the Boston Elevated Kailway caused some additional work, as
closures had to be made between each pier and special stones

were required for making the returns on each side of the pier.
Piles have been driven for the foundation of the Basin wall at
the place previously left open to permit scows containing earth
filling for the

Dam to

pass through the opening.

Previously

all

had been built when the tides
by taking advantage of low water the base of the
wall could be placed in the dry but on this last section the concrete was placed under water and the lower course of the stone
masonry was bedded in the concrete before it had set. This

were ebbing or

of the Basin wall

flowing, so that

;

method of conducting the work was quite

successful.

Surfacing the Park Area.

The grading between the Lock and
been completed, the

the Charlesbank having

final surfacing of this portion of the

Dam

This consisted in placing and grading loam,

was commenced.

laying a granolithic sidewalk along the Lock wall to the rest

and constructing gravel walks and brick gutters on other
The granolithic work had all been

pier,

portions of the embankment.

completed, the concrete catch-basins built and the vitrified drains

and

fibre conduits

had

all

been laid

at the

end of the year.

Conduits for Electric Wires.

On

the Craigie Bridge, at the time your

work commenced,

there were a number of cable installations carrying power,
graph and telephone wires between Boston and Cambridge.

the construction of the

Dam

ducts or other suitable

means

that

may

it

be needed in future.

was deemed desirable
to

to

tele-

In

provide

carry these cables, and others

At

the time of constructing the

Lock and sluices this was provided for at the Lock by installing
five manholes in each Lock wall, each pair connected by twelve
4-inch wrought-iron pipes passing under the Lock, and at the
sluices by four manholes at each side thereof, connected by twelve
4-inch vitrified clay ducts laid in the masonry of the roof.
During the period covered by this report it was decided to install underground conduits from the line of Charles Street, in
Boston, to the manholes in the easterly wall of the Lock; from
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the manholes in the westerly wall of the
easterly side of the sluices

;

Lock
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to those

and from the manholes

on the

at the west-

Commercial Avenue in
continuous
conduits from Charles
making
four
Cambridge thus
Four lines of conduits are to be
Street to Commercial Avenue.
laid, each consisting of twelve Orangeburg fibre ducts encased
erly side of the sluices to the line of
;

Two

in concrete.
ducts

;

of the conduits are to have 3-inch diameter

one, 31/2-inch diameter ducts

eter ducts

:

;

and the

other, 4-inch diam-

the 4-inch, being larger than required for the pres-

ent cables, provide for possible future increases in cable sizes.

Suitable concrete manholes are to be built, to enable the proper

drawing in or out of the cables
Contracts were

made

as required.

for this work, but at the end of the year

only a small amount of work had been done.
Fences.

The design

of the fence at the

the consulting architect,

Harbor

wall,

as

made by

consisted of a cast-iron fence with

rectangular posts spaced 10 feet on centers and with heavy top

and bottom

rails

A contract was made

and suitable open panels.

for furnishing, erecting and painting with red lead this fence,

including stairs and platform to give access to the doors in the
Harbor wall entering the sluices. No work was done, however,

during the year.
Stable and Boat-house.

Eor the purpose of housing horses, carriages, tools, harnesses,
and for the accommodation of boats, it was considered
desirable to construct a stable and a boat-house.
The stable is
located on Commercial Avenue between Bridge Street and Lechmere Canal, and the boat-house, on Lechmere Canal adjacent
carts, etc.,

to the stable.

The stable consists of a structure 82 feet by 26 feet, with a
wing at each end 36 feet by 24 feet, and with a court-yard 45
feet

by 46

feet,

between the two wings of the

trance on Commercial

Avenue

four horses and miscellaneous vehicles,

The

street floor

stable,

in Cambridge.

It

tools,

having an en-

accommodates
harnesses,

etc.

comprises the main stable, harness room, tool

and supply room, a carriage room and an open
whole opening on the court-yard.

Above

cart-shed, the

this floor is

a loft
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stable keeper,

and a storage

The basement

and patterns.

is

to be

used for stop-planks, girders and trusses for the upper end of
the Lock, and stop-planks for the Boston Marginal Conduit and

Cambridge Marginal Conduit.
The boat-house is 49 feet by 43 feet, and contains three slips
large enough to accommodate five boats. There is also a supply
room on the boat slip floor, and above in the loft there are a
locker room, toilet and additional supply room.
The construction of both stable and boat-house is similar in
appearance to that of the lock-gate houses, being of a gray-brown
brick with granite trimmings and green slate roof, the interior
finish in both cases being of buff brick.

At

the close of the period covered

by

this report the stable

walls were nearly ready for the roof framing and the concrete
floors of the

piles

lower story had been

At

laid.

the boat-house the

had been driven and the concrete foundation was

place.

A start had been made

all in

on the exterior brick walls.

Miscellaneous.

The work

of the Boston Elevated

Railway Company on the
Harbor wall was

piers of their elevated structure just below the

continued during the winter, and practically
piers Nos. 2 to 10

was completed

at the

all

the

end of May.

work on
The work

on the other piers could not be done until the temporary bridge

was abandoned.

On

Sept.

15,

1909, an agreement was

made with Lawler

Brothers for tearing down and removing buildings on the property of the

Commonwealth on

the south side of Bridge Street,

East Cambridge, numbered 2 to 10, inclusive.

was
to

The

contractor

from the buildings torn down and
the sum of $276. This work was
on September 20 and was entirely completed Oct. 15,

to receive the materials

pay

started

to the

Commonwealth

1909.

Temporary Bridge.
The temporary bridge has been maintained
condition

all

the year without

pile bents of the bridge

any serious delays

in fairly good
to traffic.

The

immediately below the sluices were pro-
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tected

latter part of

by riprap in the

placing

the

feet B.

wearing

inspection of the piles

made

M.

February, in order

away from around

vent the material being scoured

About 177,000

[Jan.
to pre-

the piles.

of spruce plank were used in re-

surface

of

was made

the

roadway.

Monthly

in the bridge and repairs were

as needed.

Boston" Marginal Conduit.

The purpose and intended operation

of the Boston Marginal

Conduit were described in the report for the year ending Nov.
and contracts for its construction and the construction

30, 1908,

of

its

appurtenances had been practically completed before the

beginning of the period covered by this report, with the excep-

Fens gate-house and the 3-inch pump to be installed
which are described below.
The office force was employed during the year on the design
and erection of the Fens gate-house and machinery, together
tion of the

therein, both of

with minor accessories for

its

operation, including recording

gages and other appliances, impeller for the circulation of water
in the

Fens ponds, and erection of

sluice-gates at the

Fens

gate-

chamber.

During the winter the work of calking temperature cracks
setting ladders and manholes was continued and the temporary bulkheads were removed. Some additional grading was
and

done over the conduit.

Submerged

Four

of the five

submerged

Outlets.

outlets

were nearly completed

During the winter of 1908-09 the
work was continued as long as the weather would permit and
was resumed in the spring, the work being completed early in
May.
during the previous year.

Fens Gate-house.

The house over

the

Fens gate-chamber, known

as the

Fens

gate-house, serves as a shelter for the operating machinery

controlling apparatus for the sluice-gates contained therein.

and
In

consideration of the location of the gate-house at the outlet of
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the Fens ponds and the character of the surrounding buildings,
a building was erected which is attractive and lends dignity to
the surroundings,

study of

attention being given to the design and

details.

This building
to the

much
is

57 feet long by 37 feet wide and 15 feet

The

under side of the eaves.

exterior is constructed of

Weymouth seam-faced granite, with corners and trimmings of
Deer Island granite, and has a tiled roof. Inside the building is
by 16 feet, with partitions of glass
and wood, containing the boards for controlling the lights in
the building, the operation of the pump, and the five sluicea switchboard room, 8 feet

gates, the design of

which

is

described in a previous report.

interior of the building is lined with buff bricks
is

The

and the ceiling

of cypress sheathing.

Three-inch

Pump

at

Fens Gate-house.

In order to enable the sluice-gates and tide-gates in the
Fens gate-chamber to be readily examined, a pump unit was
designed to be installed in the well provided in the masonry for
that purpose. By suitable provision of piping and valves this
pump will be able to empty any one or combination of chambers
containing the gates which it is desired to inspect or repair, stopplanks having been put into the proper grooves. A contract was
made with Henry E. Worthington to furnish and deliver a
3-inch vertical, centrifugal pump, direct-connected to a 5
horse-power enclosed motor to rest on the floor of the gate-house,
At the end of the year all of the plans submitted by the contractor had not been approved.
As the water to be handled will contain some solid matter and
refuse, it was deemed advisable to install a double set of removable screens around this pump, and as the water contains
active chemical reagents in the form of sewage and factory
waste, the screens were designed to be constructed of Parson's

manganese bronze, in order to prevent corrosion. The guides
for the screens are of steel and cast iron, the cost of bronze being
prohibitive on account of the great weight. At the end of the
year orders had been placed for the screens, screen guides and
miscellaneous steel required for the

pump

unit.
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Boston Embankment.
was employed during the year preparing plans,
contracts and specifications for surfacing the embankment, for
frames and covers for the catch-basins, and for fences on the
Basin wall. Early in the year the unfinished work on the

The

office

force

filling of the

embankment was completed.
Surfacing the Embankment.

The work of surfacing the embankment included the building
of a roadway 75 feet in width, embracing sidewalks, planting
spaces and curbs, extending from Charles Street near the Boston
end of the new Cambridge Bridge a distance of about % mile
It also into Back Street at its junction with Otter Street.
cluded the construction of a granolithic walk 20 feet in width

immediately in the rear of the Basin wall from end to end of the
at Harvard Bridge, where there is a sandy

embankment (except
beach)

;

the necessary catch-basins and surface drains

;

a 4-inch

cast-iron water pipe, to furnish a supply to fixtures for use in

watering the grass

;

brick gutters

placing, rolling, grading

;

gravel walks

the furnishing,

;

and trimming of 18 inches of loam

over the entire area not covered by walks or other structures;

and the sowing of seed and
mission.

fertilizer

furnished by the Com-

It also included the building of a sewer about 1,450

on the embank-

feet in length in front of the property abutting

and Chestnut Street. Steps for
ment
boat landings were provided at Cambridge and Harvard bridges.
The road was 45 feet wide, with a 10-foot gravel walk and a
between Revere Street

5-foot planting space

each side.

It

was

between the gravel walk and the road on

built on a cinder foundation 12 inches in

thickness, thoroughly watered

base was laid a

macadam

and

rolled.

On

top of this sub-

road-bed 6 inches in thickness, the bot-

would pass through a 2-inch
screen, and the top 2 inches, of stone that would pass through a
1%-inch screen. This was thoroughly rolled and then given a

tom 4 inches consisting

coat of a

compound

per cent, asphalt.

of stone that

consisting of 90 per cent, tarvia and 10

This was applied by means of a distributor

operating under compressed

air,

and was applied in two opera-

tions until about 1 gallon of binder

was spread

to each square
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After this layer had sunk into the road-bed

yard of surface.

and been thoroughly

second application of this mix-

rolled, a

%

gallon per square

still

warm, were spread

ture was applied, using approximately

On

yard of surface.

71.

top of this, while

from a %-inch screen and thoroughly rolled.
molded of concrete
with Clinton wire-cloth reenforcement, and set in place as
The laying of vitrified pipe connecting with the
required.
stone screenings

The

catch-basins for the gravel walks were

and for the sewer,

catch-basins

as well as the 4-inch cast-iron

water pipe, was completed by the middle of October.

The loam surfacing

of the

embankment required some 39,300

cubic yards, and was obtained from Peddock's Island and from

Squantum, with the exception of a small amount from Brighton.

The work

of plowing, fertilizing

started soon after

Labor

and sowing grass seed was

Day and

continued until about the

middle of November, when the portion of the embankment above

Harvard Bridge was all seeded and that below Harvard Bridge
was about one-half completed.
Fence along the Embankment.
This fence

and

steel,

is

3 feet

4 inches high, of galvanized wrought iron

with cast-iron posts,

before being assembled.

It

is

all

house of the Union Boat Club.

was
bolts

set up,

the parts being galvanized

provided with gates opposite the

An

air compressor

on wheels

and the work of drilling the holes for the anchor

with compressed air started; but the stone was of such a

it was impossible to make the
by using power, so the compressed air plant
was discarded and the work was completed by hand drillers.
About the time the drilling of the holes was completed the material for the fence was delivered, and the work proceeded rapidly
and was substantially completed by the end of the period
covered by this report.

character that the drills stuck and
desired progress

Cambridge Marginal Conduit.
The Cambridge Marginal Conduit was operated in a satisfacmanner throughout the year, the gate connecting this con-

tory

duit with the Bridge Street sewer being open one or two feet
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most of the time,

to allow the elevation of the

structures to equalize

much

as

as

possible,
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water in these

and

the

relieve

Bridge Street sewer in case of storms and high tide by permitting the storm water to flow through the conduit and enter
the

Basin through the Binney Street sewer in Cambridge.

Studies were

made during

the year of the discharging capacity

of this conduit.

Dkedging in the Basin.
In connection with the work of placing the earth filling in the
Dam, 30,590 cubic yards were dredged from the Basin between
the

Dam

and the new Cambridge Bridge.

Plans were made and contracts signed during the year for
dredging in the upper Basin to give a depth of water at normal

Basin

level of 5 feet

up

to

Galen Street Bridge in Watertown

Watertown Dam. The 5foot channel has a bottom width of 50 feet up to a point 800 feet
below the above-mentioned bridge, above which point it widens
and of

3 feet

to a basin

from that bridge

with a

above the bridge

mum
lines.

maximum

is

width of 120

From

to the

width of 120

feet.

Immediately

provided a basin 500 feet long with a maxifeet.

These basins will have

artistic shore

the upper end of the basin above the bridge the

channel has a bottom width of 50 feet up to a point near the dam.

In prosecuting the work of dredging above Galen Street, there
was used the framework and engine of an old pile-driving machine with a horizontal boom extending out from the front of the
gins which guided a dipper-handle having on its end a steel
This bucket was
dipper of about one cubic yard capacity.
raised by means of the double-drum engine and moved back and
forth on a pin supported by the horizontal boom, and was
pulled in towards the engine by a wire cable on the

The bucket

drum

of

had no teeth on the edge,
and after working about a month a layer of very hard material
was encountered and it was found necessary to change this

the engine.

as first used

bucket for one having teeth, in order to make satisfactory progress

through this hard material.

The material excavated by

this

bucket was dropped into steel cars holding about one cubic yard,

running on a narrow-gage track, in some cases pushed by laborers, in others pulled by horses, and deposited on the shores of
the river as required.

The excavated material was deposited on

Q

CD
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both sides of the river above the bridge, and the surplus in excess
of what was needed at these places was deposited on the north

bank of the river below the bridge.

On
used.

far as

work below Galen Street dredges and rehandlers were
The material excavated was deposited on the shores so
required, and the surplus was carried on scows to be used

the

in filling an old channel in the river on the northerly side near

the United States arsenal at Watertown, where

it

could be used in

accordance with the plan for the proposed improvement of that
section of the river

made by

the Metropolitan

Park Commission.

Beoad and Lechmere Canals.
Broad Canal

is

80 feet wide and about 3,500 feet long, has

17 feet of water to Third Street, 13 feet of water between Third

and Sixth

streets,

11 feet of water between Sixth Street and the

railroad bridge, and 9 feet of water for 125 feet above the rail-

road bridge.

Lechmere Canal is 100 feet wide and 17 feet deep for about
900 feet west of the Basin, then turns nearly a right angle and
for 1,300 feet is 120 feet wide with 13 feet depth of water.
During the year some 5,000 cubic yards were dredged from
Broad Canal and some 18,000 cubic yards from Lechmere Canal,
making a total of about 23,000 cubic yards. At the end of the
year the work in these canals was substantially completed.

Elimination of Mosquitoes.

Some

investigations for this

work were made by Dr. Theobald

Smith and his assistant. Studies were made of the proper
method of treating tracts infested by the mosquitoes, and some
2,000 cubic yards of excavation from the dredging at the upper
end of the Basin were deposited on the southerly shore, a short
distance above Faneuil Station, for use in filling the ditches.

A

was made for filling the ditches with this material, and
the work was about two-thirds completed at the end of the period
covered by this report.
contract

Breaking Ice in the Basin.
During the winter, which was the

first

winter that the changed

conditions in the Basin were in operation,

it

was found neces-

sary to employ a towboat to break up the ice in the channels
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and

[Jan.

This required the use of the towboat on fifteen days

canals.

much

of twenty-four hours each, and proved to be a

than had been anticipated, owing partly
winter, but probably

more particularly

to the

easier task

mildness of the

to the fact that the

Basin

had not been changed to a fresh-water basin, owing to the small

The

flow of the river since the shut-off was made.

cost of this

work was $1,650.

Plans

Land Takings.

for,

During the year plans were made

Of land belonging

for the following takings

to the city of Boston,

:

—

immediately south of

Cambridge Bridge and between Charles Street and the Harbor
line of 1850, for the right to construct an approach from Charles
Street to the Boston Embankment.

Of land

in the Charlesbank, for the right to maintain the

Boston Marginal Conduit.

Of land

adjacent to and south of the Cambridge Bridge and

west of the Harbor line of 1850, for the right to construct the
northerly end of the Boston

Of land

Embankment.

in the Charlesbank near the men's

running track, for the right
portion of the

Dam east

to construct the

gymnasium and
highway and the

of the Lock.

Upland Flow of the Charles River.

A
the

recording gage, showing the depth of water flowing over

Dam at

the Walt-ham Bleachery,

was maintained, and weekly

current meter observations were taken of the flow in the canal
past the Bleachery

Dam.

Table No. 1 shows the estimated average flow of the Charles

River

at the

Waltham Bleachery for weekly periods during the
The area of the watershed above

year ending Nov. 30, 1909.
the

Waltham Bleachery

is

taken to be 169 square miles

;

this ex-

cludes 70 square miles assumed to be tributary to Mother Brook

and 24 square miles tributary

Whenever

these

reservoirs

to the

overflowed

Cambridge
into

reservoirs.

the Charles,

the

amount, as furnished by Mr. L. M. Hastings, city engineer of

Cambridge, has been deducted from the
at the

Waltham

Bleachery.

total discharge

measured

1910.]
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Table No. 2 shows the number of days during the year ending

Nov. 30, 1909, when the upland flow of the Charles River at
the site of the Dam, estimated from the records kept by the
Charles River Basin Commission at the Waltham Bleachery, was
more than 500 cubic feet per second for twenty-four hours.
Table No. 3 shows the length of time during which the water
in the Harbor under normal tide conditions will be higher than
the water in the Basin, and the rise of the Basin during that interval for various rates of upland flow.

Diagram No. 1 shows the daily flow of the Charles River at
Waltham Bleachery during the year ending Nov. 30, 1909,

the

in connection with the rainfall at Chestnut Hill, taken

records of the Metropolitan

Water Works.

from the

52
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Table No. 1.
Estimated Weekly Average Flow of Charles River
Waltham Bleachery for the Year ending Nov. 80, 1909.

Week ending —

[Jan.

at the

PUBLIC

1910.]

Table No.

2.
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— Number of Days during Year ending Nov. 80, 1909, when

Estimated Upland Flow of Charles River at the Site of the Dam was
more than 500 Cubic Feet per Second for Twenty-four Hours, from
Records kept by the Charles River Basin Commission at the Waltham
Bleachery.

Month.
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Table No.

3.

— Time during

ivhich the

Water in

the

[Jan.

Harbor under Normal

Tide Conditions will be Above the Water in the Basin, and Rise of
Basin during that Interval for Various Rates of Upland Flow.
Rate of

Upland Flow
(Cubic Feet per
Second).

—
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thirty-four photographs were taken

by Mr.

Luther H. Shattuck.
Observations were taken of the elevation to which sewer overflows rise at times of high water, and the usual miscellaneous
work of soundings and surveys was done.

Contracts.
Thirty-three contracts were

made during the

year.

The prep-

aration of the various contract plans, specifications and estimates,

supervision of the construction work,

etc.,

occupied the greater

A

portion of the time of the engineering force.

detailed state-

ment of the contracts made and pending during the year is given
in Appendix C.
Following are additional descriptions of some of these contracts, except so far as the work done under them has already

Dam and Lock," " Bos"
"
ton Marginal Conduit,
Boston Embankment, " " Cambridge
Marginal Conduit, " " Dredging in the Basin " and " Broad
and
Canals. "
been described under the headings of "

Lechmere

Contract No.

1,

Holbroofo, Cabot

Dam, and Loch in

On
Cabot

&

made with

the Holbrook,

Rollins Corporation for the Construction of the

and Lock.

A general

work

description of the

—

and Cambridge.

the Charles River, Boston

Jan. 14, 1905, a contract was

&

Rollins Corporation.

Dam

to be done under

this contract is given in the report for the year

ending Sept. 30,

1905.

The following
year

is

a

summary

of the

work

of the current

:

Dredging was in progress until December
April 1 and has continued during the year.

was resumed on
At the end of the

1,

period covered by this report this work was nearly completed.

During the winter

piles

were driven for the Harbor wall when

the weather would permit, and the concrete foundation for the

wall was prosecuted during low tides.

This wall was finished,

with the exception of coping, on August 23.

The laying

of

coping was not started until October 31, in order to give time
for the settlement of the walls.

The coping was

finished on
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November

[Jan.

Boston Elevated

11, including all the returns to the

piers.

In August piles were driven for the foundation of the Basin
Avail, where a space had been left to permit scows to pass through
In Septemfor the purpose of depositing material in the Dam.
ber the concrete and stone masonry were placed for this portion
of the wall.

the Boston end the connection with the overflow from the

At

Leverett Street sewer was completed in July.

The

total value

November,
of which were

of the

1909, estimate,
as follows

:

work performed, as shown by the
was $990,254.79, the principal items

—

Coffer-dam at the Boston end,

....

Coffer-dam at the Cambridge end,

Earth excavation,

$70,000
27,000

817,625 cu. yds.

Coarse gravel in place,

6,194 cu. yds.

Broken stone or screened gravel
wise paid

in place, not other-

2,390 cu. yds.

for,

Riprap

in place,

Round

piles in place (exclusive of coffer-dams),

12,201 tons.

Long-leaf yellow pine lumber in place,

.

.

.

.

Spruce lumber in place,

Wrought iron and steel in place

in shut-off

dam,

472,658

lin. ft.

311.61 M.

ft.

B. M.

390.07 M.

ft.

B. M.

.

Concrete masonry,

60,803

lbs.

42,592 cu. yds.

Granolithic surfacing,

1,461 sq. yds.

Ashlar masonry,

2,014 cu. yds.

Dimension stone masonry,
Face dressing of stone masonry,
Iron and other metal work placed,
.

.

.

.

140 cu. yds.

.

....

15,755 sq.

ft.

735 tons.

Special work,

$17,888.11

Extra work,

133,961.47

—

Furnishing and
Henry B. Worthington.
erecting Pumps, Boston and Cambridge.

Contract No.

On Sept.

5,

30, 1905, a contract

was made with Henry R. Worth-

ington for furnishing and erecting pumps.

work

called for

under

A description of the

this contract is given in the report for the

year ending Sept. 30, 1905.

The work done during

the year consisted of furnishing a

suction pipe and foot valve and

new

thrust bearing.

No

additional

new

lubricating system for the

payment was made during the

year.
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Contract No. 25, Coffin Valve Company.
gates at the Sluices in the

On March
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— Furnishing

Sluice-

Dam, Cambridge.

16, 1906, a contract

was made with the

Valve Company for the large gates for the

Coffin

sluices, for the

sum

of $24,800.

The work done during

the year consisted in testing and ad-

justing the gates.

The

final estimate

was dated Feb.

3,

1909, the total amount

paid under the contract being $24,754.97.
Contract No. 27, Coffin Valve Company.

— Furnishing

Sluice-

gates on the Lock-gates in the Lock, Boston.

On March 6, 1906, a contract was made with the Coffin Valve
Company for furnishing the sluice-gates on the lock-gates at the
Lock, for the sum of $17,093.
The principal work done during the year consisted in placing
new gears on the gates and changing from the temporary to the
permanent installation. At the end of the year the work under
the contract had not been accepted.

Contract No. 30,

New

Jersey-West Virginia Bridge Company.

— Constructing

Lock-gates, Boston.

On June 13, 1906, a contract was made with the New JerseyWest Virginia Bridge Company for the construction of the rolling lock-gates in the Lock, the price to be $26,784.

This work was completed and the
the previous year, but owing
parties claiming they

had an

made during
among different

final estimate

to differences

interest in the contract, the balance

has not yet been paid.
Contract No.

1±1,

Coffin Valve

gates at the Sluices

Company.

— Furnishing

Sluice-

and Boston Marginal Conduit, Cam-

bridge and Boston.

On June
Company

14, 1906, a contract

was made with the Coffin Valve
Dam and Lock, for the sum

for six sluice-gates at the

of $11,862.

The

final tests

on these gates were made early in the year, and

the final estimate, amounting to $11,862,

1909.

was made March

31,
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—

Section 3 of the Boston
Contract No. kk, Coleman Brothers.
Marginal Conduit and Section 1 of the Boston Embank-

ment, Boston.

was made with Coleman
Brothers for this work, extending from the new Cambridge
Bridge to a point 300 feet above Berkeley Street.
During the winter the work of calking temperature cracks and

On

24,

-Sept.

1906,

setting ladders in the

a

contract

manholes of the Boston Marginal Conduit

was continued, and on December 11, the temporary bulkheads
were all removed. During the winter the earth filling was completed and grading

was substantially

finished on

May

7,

1909.

The final estimate was made Sept. 24, 1909, the total value
the work being $330,349.35, the principal items of which were
follows

—

:

Earth excavation and
Earth filling,

165.80

refill,

lin. ft.

204,891 90

lin. ft.

3,581 20

lin. ft.

Concrete masonry,

6,832.81 cu. yds.

Piles in place,

.

.

Ashlar masonry,
Sheeting

Wrought

....

of pointed work,

left in place,

Yellow pine lumber
iron

and

in place in

sewer outlets,

steel in place in

Iron and other metal work placed,

.

sewer outlets,
.

.

.

Extra work,

Sections

On
Cabot

4-

and 5

2 and 3

Nov.

&

911.95 cu. yds.
14,201.81 sq.

ft.

508.95 M.

ft.

B. M.

76.75 M.

ft.

B. M.

23,025 72 pounds.
.

108. 67 tons.

$13,956.34

&

Contract No. 50, HolbrooJc, Cabot

tions

as

534,345.63 cu. yds.

Drains,

Face dressing

of

5,

of the Boston

of the Boston

Rollins Corporation.

—

Marginal Conduit and Sec-

Embankment, Boston.

1906, a contract was

made with

the Holbrook,

Rollins Corporation for constructing Section 4 of the

Boston Marginal Conduit and Section 2 of the Boston Embankment.

During the winter

the filling of the

embankment was

tinued, the material being brought by scows and placed

rehandlers where needed.

The temporary wooden

con-

by

outlets in the
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from the sewers were removed and the Basin wall built
The laying of the coping was completed on
May 29, and the grading was completed about August 1.
The final estimate, amounting to $406,333.06, was made Oct.
overflows

at these points.

7,

1909, the principal items of which were as follows

Earth

—

316,644.40 cu. yds.

filling,

Piles in place,

Drains,

224,654.30

lin. ft.

4,658.00

lin. ft.

10,509.56 cu. yds.

Concrete masonry,

Ashlar masonry,

1,606.92 cu. yds.

....

26,144.06 sq.

Face dressing of pointed work,
Yellow pine lumber in place in temporary sewer

31.90 M.

outlets,

Iron and other metal work placed,

.

.

ft.

ft.

B. M.

118.65 tons.

.

$30,109.03

Extra work,

On

:

account of some leveling of material deposited in the

Basin, $2,000 was retained from the final estimate to cover the

completion of the work.

Contract No.

pany.

66,

The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Com-

— Furnishing

Devices

Controlling

for

operating

Motors of Main Lock-gates, Boston.

On May 22, 1907, a contract was made with the CutlerHammer Manufacturing Company for furnishing the electrical
control for operating the motors for the

main

lock-gates, the

amount being $2,958.
During the year this control has been operated successfully,
but the resistances and relays have not yet been satisfactorily
adjusted, therefore the work has not been accepted.
No payment was made during the year on this contract.

Contract No. 71,

Dodd & McLaughlin.

— Furnishing and

erect-

ing Tide-gates, Boston.

On

July 16, 1907, a contract was made with Dodd

&

McLaughlin for tide-gates for the Boston Marginal Conduit
amount of the contract being $1,899.30.

overflows, the
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The only work done under
the final

The
4,

this contract

[Jan.

during the year was

adjustment of the gates.

final estimate,

amounting

to $1,899.30,

was made Feb.

1909.

Contract No. 81, William H. Ellis.

— Section 6

Marginal Conduit and Section

If.

of the Boston

of the Boston

Embank-

ment, Boston.

On

Jan. 31, 1908, a contract was

made with William H.

Ellis

for constructing Section 6 of the Boston Marginal Conduit and

Section 4 of the Boston

Embankment.

This work was substantially completed during the previous
year, the only remaining

work being

the grading of the em-

bankment and the laying of some 50 feet of coping for the
Basin wall. This work was in progress during April and May.
The final estimate, amounting to $84,815.38, was made on
July 11, 1909, the principal items of which were as follows:

—

Coffer-dam at Fens Pond bridge,

$2,500.00

Coffer-dam at gate-chamber,

3,500.00

Coffer-dam at Boston Marginal Conduit,

Earth filling,
Earth excavation inside coffer-dams,

.

.

.

....

1,003.90 cu. yds.

24,359.80

Piles in place,

Concrete masonry,

lin. ft.

2,582.10 cu. yds.

116.14 sq. yds.
162.43 cu. yds.
82 26 cu. yds.

Granolithic surfacing,

Ashlar masonry,

Dimension stone masonry,
Face dressing of pointed work,

.

4,674.17 sq.

ft.

706 62 tons.

Riprap,

.

Iron and other metal work,
Temporary outlet from Stony Brook

32 20 tons.
.

conduits,

.

Extra work,

Lumber

Wood &

for repairing

Co.

$2,000.00

— Furnishing Spruce

Temporary Bridge.

Feb. 13, 1908, a contract was

Wood &

.

2,654.80

Contract No. 89, William H.

On

2,500.00

25,956.80 cu. yds.

made with William H.

Co. for furnishing the planking required for the tem-

porary Craigie Bridge until Jan.

1,

1909.
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contractor delivered the lumber as needed until the end

of the year.

The

amount of the

total

—

Construction
9J/.,
Horton & Hemenway.
Lower Lock-gate House, Boston.

Contract No.

On June
way
sum

was $3,633.72.

final estimate

1908, a contract was

4,

of

made with Horton & Hemen-

for the construction of the lower lock-gate house, for the
of $37,300.

During the year the contractor was at work on the interior
finish, ornamental iron, marble and slate work, plastering and
painting. By February 1 the building was completed and the
contract finished with the exception of cleaning up, washing

windows,

By March

etc.

1909, the house was ready for

1,

occupancy.

The

final estimate,

amounting

to $38,132.85,

was made Feb.

11, 1909.

Contract No.

95,

Hiram W.

merged Outlets for

Phillips.

— Constructing

Sub-

the Boston Marginal Conduit, Boston.

July 10, 1908, a contract was made with Hiram W.
Phillips for the construction of five submerged outlets for the

On

Boston Marginal Conduit, for the sum of $42,500.

Work under

this contract

was in progress until the middle of

January, 1909, when work was suspended until the

resumed and the work was

The

final

estimate,

all

dated

completed

June

first

of

In March work was

March, on account of the cold weather.

May

10,

5.

1909,

amounted

to

$42,524.11.

Contract No. 97, The Merrill Company.

— Furnishing

and

erecting Piping at Loch, Boston.

On

1908, a contract was made with The Merrill Comwork to be done under this contract.
This contract was nearly completed during the previous year.
During this year the small amount of Work remaining to be

pany

July

7,

for the
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done in the boiler room and a portion of the steam and air main
to the galleries of the

The

final estimate,

Lock walls were completed.
amounting to $2,842.78, was made Feb.

17, 1909.

Contract No. 100, The Norcross Brothers Company.
structing

On

July

Brothers

1,

Upper Lock-gate House, Boston.

1908, a contract was

Company

— Con-

made with The Norcross

for the construction of the upper lock-gate

amount of the contract being $10,400.
work
The
done during the year consisted in completing the

house, the

interior brickwork, setting cast-iron fascias, erecting the interior

woodwork and setting doors and windows.
The final estimate, amounting to $10,690.39, was made March
2,

1909.

Contract No. 103, The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Com-

pany.

— Furnishing

gates, at

Controlling Apparatus for SluiceFens Gate-chamber, Boston.

On Aug. 8, 1908, a contract was made with the
Hammer Manufacturing Company of Milwaukee, Wis.,
controlling apparatus for the sluice-gates

at

Cutlerfor the

the Tens gate-

chamber, the amount of the contract being $1,025.

The work

to

done consisted in furnishing,

be

Milwaukee, controlling devices for the
series

wound

equipment

to

electric

five

7/4 H.

drum

type con-

water-tight limit switches, and one switchboard

five

with

the necessary instruments, appliances,

all

b.,

o.

motors for operating the sluice-gates, the

be furnished to consist of five

trollers,

The

f.

P., 220-volt,

final estimate,

amounting

to $1,025,

etc.

was made Jan.

29,

1909.

Contract No.

101/.,

Chapman Valve Manufacturing Company.

— Furnishing

Sluice-gates for

On August

1908, a contract was

7,

Fens Gate-chamber, Boston.

made with

Valve Manufacturing Company for the

the

Chapman

five sluice-gates for the

Fens gate-chamber, the price to be $7,220. The work to be done
under this contract consisted in furnishing and delivering,
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all respects, five sluice-gates

and frames

having clear openings 6 feet 4 inches wide and 7 feet 8*4 inches
high, complete with operating stands, ready for erection.

The
The

gates were delivered early in the year.
final estimate,

amounting

to $6,978.47,

was made Jan.

11, 1909.

Brown Hoisting Machinery Company,

Contract No. 107, The

— Furnishing

Two

Traveling Cranes for the Lock-gate

Houses, Boston.

On

Oct.

5,

1908, a contract was

ing Machinery
lock-gate

Company

house.

The

made with The Brown

Hoist-

for two traveling cranes, one for each

contract

called

for

two 5-ton pulley

block traveling cranes, the crane for the lower lock-gate house
to

have a span of 31 feet 9 inches center

hoist of
to

48

to center of rails

feet 6 inches, the crane for the

have a span of 34 feet 6 inches center to center of

hoist of

40

feet 6 inches,

cranes to consist of Yale

and a

upper lock-gate house
rails

and a

and the hoisting mechanisms for the

& Towne

triplex combinations of 5 tons

capacity.

The cranes

under

called for

this contract

were delivered early

in the year.

The

final

estimate,

amounting

to

$1,400, was

made Jan.

15, 1909.

Contract No. 112, William H. Ellis.

merged Intake for

— Constructing

a Sub-

the Salt-water Sluice at the Sluices,

Cambridge.

On

Nov. 28, 1908, a contract was made with William H.

Ellis for the construction of a

submerged intake for the

salt-

water sluice connecting with one of the large flood sluices on the

Cambridge side, the price being $4,884.
During December, 1908, the box was constructed at the shipyard in East Boston and the piles were driven and capped ready
to receive the box.
The work was suspended on January 16 on
account of cold weather, and resumed on February 8.
The final estimate, amounting to $5,011.83, was made May
10, 1909.
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Contract No. 113, Consumers' Coal Corporation.

[Jan.

— Anthracite

Coal for the Boiler Plant at the Lock, Boston.

On

Nov. 24, 1908, a contract was made with the Consumers'

Coal Corporation for 200 tons of anthracite coal for use at the
boiler plant at the Lock, the price to be $5.74 per ton,

basis of 4.68 per cent, of ash.

an increase up

The

on the

contract provided that for

to 2 per cent, in the ash contained above or

the standard, no correction

was

made

to be

below

When

in the price.

the variation exceeded 2 per cent, above or below the standard,
corrections in the price were to be

made

as follows

:

for varia-

from the standard percentage of ash exceeding 2 per cent,
and less than 2.5 per cent, above and below, the deduction or
addition of 15 cents per ton, respectively, was to be made; for

tions

each additional

%

of 1 per cent, or fraction thereof, 3 cents per

The conmore than 1 per cent, of
sulphur or ash in excess of 14 per cent, would be rejected and
must be removed by the contractor.
This coal was all delivered, and the final estimate, amounting
to $1,060.55, was made Feb. 20, 1909.
ton more was to be deducted or added, respectively.
tract also stated that coal containing

Contract No. 115, The Simplex Electrical Company.

—

Electric

Cables for Permanent Control of Lock-gates, Boston.

In December, 1908, bids were received for furnishing the
necessary cables for the permanent control of the motors for

operating the lock-gates, and on Dec. 12, 1908, a contract was

made with The Simplex Electrical Company, for these cables.
The final estimate, amounting to $1,424.54, was made Dec.
24, 1908.

—

FurWood Lumber Company.
repairing
Temporary
Craigie
Plank
nishing Spruce
for
Bridge, Boston and Cambridge.

Contract No. 116, William H.

On

Jan. 4, 1909, bids were received for furnishing the spruce

lumber for repairing the temporary bridge, and on Jan. 7, 1909,
a contract was made with William H. Wood Lumber Company
for furnishing the lumber, the total

amount of the

contract,

on
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the basis of the engineers' preliminary estimate, being $3,946.25.

The Contractor furnished the lumber as needed until the end
The value of the total amount delivered, as shown
of the year.
by the November, 1909, estimate, was $3,726.36.
Contract No. 117, The Lockwood Manufacturing Company.
Installing Sluice-gates for

On

—

Fens Gate-chamber, Boston.

1, 1908, an agreement was made with The Lockwood
Manufacturing Company for installing the sluice-gates for the
Fens gate-chamber, the rates agreed upon being as follows

Dec.

:

Machinist and helpers,
Riggers,

Rigger foreman,
Riggers' tools,

—

$4.50 per day each.
4.00 per day each.
4 50 per day.
2 50 per day.
1.00 per day each.
Regular rates.
.

.

.

.

Chain tackles and jacks,
Teaming, files and special

tools, etc.,

.

.

.

All the work necessary in connection with the erection of the
sluice-gates

was done under

this contract,

drilling the holes for the anchor bolts

with the exception of

and doing other masonry

cutting which was done by the Commission's force.

The

final estimate,

amounting

to $1,764.94,

was made Feb.

12,

1909.
Contract No. 120,

W. A.

struction of

On March

&

II.

A. Boot, Incorporated.

— Con-

Fens Gate-house, Boston.

15, 1909, bids

were received for the construction of

March 18, 1909, a contract for this
work was made with W. A. & H. A. Root, Incorporated, for the
construction of the house, for the sum of $15,323.

the Fens gate-house, and on

This building

is

57 feet long by 37 feet wide and 15 feet to

the under side of the eaves, and contains the switchboards for con-

pump, and
masonry for
the walls was started the last week in April, 1909, and by the end
of June the roof trusses were all erected.
The roof was all
boarded in and the copper cornice and eaves and the roofing
paper were in place before August 1. Some delay was caused on
trolling the lights in the building, the operation of the

the five sluice-gates.

The work

of laying the stone
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account of suitable

not being delivered, so that the

tile

roof

laid until the middle of October.

was not

The
The

tile

[Jan.

was substantially completed Oct. 12, 1909.
amounting to $15,518.33, was made Nov.

contract

final estimate,

15, 1909.

Contract No. 12 k, T. H. Gill Company.
of the Boston

On

— Surfacing Section

1

Embankment, Boston.

April 26, 1909, bids were received for surfacing Section

Boston Embankment, and on

1 of the

May

1,

1909, a contract

work with the T. H. Gill Company.
was made
The total amount of the contract, on the basis of the
liminary estimate of quantities, was $63,965.
for this

The

pre-

contract called for surfacing with loam, constructing

gravel and granolithic walks,

and laying drains, water and

sewer pipes and ducts for electric wires, on that portion of the

embankment between Cambridge Bridge and Berkeley Street.
The vitrified pipe connecting catch-basins with the sewer and
the 4-inch cast-iron water pipe were being laid during the

month

of

The

May.

first

boat load of loam was received on the

3d of June, and from then until the

last of September loam
would permit. The
work
was
work of plowing, fertilizing and sowing grass seed was started
early in September and continued until the middle of November, when the work was practically completed.
The value of the work done, as shown by the November,
1909, estimate, was $65,406.42, the principal items of which

being received and spread as the

were

as follows

:

—

8-inch and 10-inch vitrified pipe,

6,200

4-inch cast-iron pipe,

2,250

lin. ft.

2-inch fibre conduit,

5,300

lin. ft.

lin. ft.

39

Catch-basins for walks,
Catch-basins for roadway,

25

Granite edgestones in place,

4,150

Gravel

8,000 cu. yds.

in*

place,

1,285 sq. yds.

Vitrified brick gutters,

Broken stone

in place in

Granolithic walk,

Loam

surfacing in place,

Extra work,

lin. ft.

roadway,

4,060 tons.
4,240 sq. yds.
16,000 cu. yds.

$1,481.12
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Contract No. 127, Vulcan Rail and Construction Company.

—

Fence for Boston Embankment, Boston.

On May

10, 1909, bids

were received for building the fence

May

on the Boston Embankment, and on

21, 1909, a contract

work was awarded to the Vulcan Rail and Construction
Company, for the sum of $13,246.

for the

This contract called for the erection of a fence about 7,000

an average length of about 10
During the latter part of June the contractor set up an
air compressor on wheels, and started drilling holes for anchor
bolts with compressed air.
The panels for the fence were
delivered the latter part of August, and during September and
October the work of erecting the fence was in progress. By
November 1 the work was completed.
The value of the work done, as shown by the November,
1909, estimate, was $13,269.80.
feet in length, with panels of
feet.

&

Contract No. 128, HoTbrooh, Cabot

Surfacing Sections

2,

3 and

1]-

Rollins Corporation.

of the Boston

—

Embankment,

Boston.

On June

21, 1909, bids

were received for surfacing sections

and 4 of the Boston Embankment, and on July 14, 1909,
a contract was made for this work with Holbrook, Cabot &
2, 3

Rollins Corporation.

The

total

amount of the

contract,

on the basis of the pre-

liminary estimate of quantities, was $49,421.25, the principal
items of which were as follows
8-inch, 10-inch

and 12-inch

:

—

vitrified pipe,

.

.

.

4-inch cast-iron pipe,
2-inch fibre conduits,

Gravel in place in walks,
Granolithic walks,

Loam

surfacing in place,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1,555

lin. ft.

5,000

lin. ft.

4,400

lin. ft.

600 cu. yds.
9,600 sq. yds.
20,500^cu. yds.

The greater portion of the loam furnished under this concame from Squantum, being brought up in scows and unloaded on the embankment by lighters.
In July the work of
laying the 4-inch water pipe was in progress, and the work
tract
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was substantially

finished

[Jan.

by August 10. At the time of laying
were built and on August

this pipe the concrete catch-basins

6 the work of building granolithic walk was started this work
was completed on October 19. The loam on the portion of the
embankment above Harvard Bridge was graded and seeded
before November 15, but on the portion between Harvard
Bridge and Berkeley Street only a part of the loam had been
;

graded.

The value
estimate,

follows

:

of the work done, as shown by the November, 1909,
was $40,284.40, the principal items of which were as

—

and 12-inch

8-inch, 10-inch

....

vitrified pipe,

1,693

lin. ft.

4-inch cast-iron pipe,

5,024

lin. ft.

2-inch fibre conduits,

4,239

lin. ft.

500 cu. yds.

Gravel in place in walks,
Granolithic walks,

Loam

9,418 sq. yds.

surfacing in place,

14,080 cu. yds.

Contract No. ISO, William H. Ellis.
the Charles River

On

— Surfacing a Portion

Dam,

of

Boston.

Aug. 26, 1909, bids were received for this work, and on
was awarded to the lowest bidder,

Sept. 10, 1909, the contract

William H.

The

total

Ellis.

amount of the

contract,

on the basis of the prelim-

The

inary estimate of quantities, was $6,374.50.

items called for under this contract were as follows

8-inch, 10-inch

and 12-inch

vitrified pipe,

.

.

600

Granolithic walks,

lin. ft.

sq. yds.

1,900 cu. yds.

surfacing,

Work under

1,170

700 cu. yds.

Gravel in place,

at the

principal

—
29

Catch-basins,

Loam

.

:

this contract has progressed

end of the period covered by

this report

very slowly, and

none of the loam

had been seeded and none of the gravel walks had been finished.
The value of the work done, as shown by the November,
1909, estimate, was $3,409.31.
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— Excavating, a

Chan-

Above Galen Street Bridge, Water-

town.

On

Aug.

1909, bids were received for excavating a chan-

9,

nel in the Charles River above Galen Street Bridge, and on

Aug. 11, 1909, a contract was made with Cavanagh Brothers.
The total amount of the contract, based on the preliminary
estimate of quantities, was $13,100.

The work

under the contract was excavating a

called for

channel about 900 feet in length, not less than 3 feet in depth
and varying in width from 50 to 120 feet between Galen Street
Bridge in Watertown and the Watertown Dam.

Work was

August 18, immediately below the dam,
and the material was deposited along both sides of the river
until the middle of September, when a second machine was
set up and began excavating material near the Galen Street
Bridge. This material was carried under the bridge on a track
started

supported by a

trestle,

and deposited on the north bank of the

river below the bridge.

The progress of the work under

was not as
rapid as expected owing partly to the delay of the town of
Watertown in lowering their sewer siphon, which crosses the
river a short distance above the Galen Street Bridge, and in exthis contract

tending the outlets of the surface drains below the bridge.

At

the close of the period covered by this report this contract was

about one-half completed.

The value

of the

1909, estimate,

Contract No.

work done,

as

shown by the November,

was $6,787.

131/.,

Bay

State Dredging

Company.

— Excavat-

ing a Channel in the Charles River Below Galen Street
Bridge, Watertown and Newton.

On Aug.

18, 1909, bids

were received for excavating a chan-

nel in the Charles River below Galen Street Bridge, and on

Aug. 24, 1909, a contract was made with the Bay State Dredging Company.

The

total

amount of the

contract, based

estimate of quantities, was $37,110.

on the preliminary
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This channel

from 50

to

is

120

[Jan.

to be about 4,500 feet long, varying in

feet,

width

with the bottom at an elevation 5 feet

below the normal elevation of the water in the Basin. A portion of the material excavated is to be deposited on the sides
of the channel, and the remainder on the north
river near the

United States Arsenal.

At

bank of the

the end of the period

covered by this report the work was about three-fourths completed.

The value

of the

work done,

as

shown by the November,

1909, estimate, was $22,764.05.

Contract No. 135, Frederic C. Alexander.

— Constructing

a

Stable and a Boat-house, Cambridge.

On

Aug. 19, 1909, bids were received for the construction
of a stable and a boat-house on what was formerly the Proctor
property, at the southeast corner of Bridge Street and Commercial Avenue in Cambridge, and on Aug. 25, 1909, a contract
was made with Frederic C. Alexander for $46,540.
In September the work of excavating the material for the
foundation of the buildings and driving the piles for support-

ing the walls was in progress.
stable

was

The

concrete foundation for the

started the latter part of September.

At

the end

of the period covered by this report the stable walls were nearly

up, ready for the roof frame, and the concrete floors in the

had been laid; at the boat-house the piles had been
driven and the concrete foundation was all in place and a start
had been made on the exterior brickwork.
The value of the work done, as shown by the November,
stable

1909, estimate, was $11,635.

Contract No. 186, William H. Ellis.

— Building

Steps and

Retaining Walls and doing Grading at the Charles River

Dam, Boston and Cambridge.

On Sept. 20, 1909, bids were received for building steps
and retaining walls and doing grading at the Charles River
Dam, and on Sept. 27, 1909, a contract was made with William H. Ellis for the work.
The total amount of the contract, on the basis of the prelim-
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inary estimate of quantities, was $17,468, the items of which

were

as follows

:

—

400 cu. yds.
800 cu. yds.

Excavation,

Gravel in place,

$2,400
Steps east of the sluices,
Retaining wall between Boston Elevated Railway piers
7,400

Nos. 10 and 11,
Retaining wall at Charlesbank,

5,968

The work to be done consisted of building a retaining wall
on the down-stream side of the roadway between piers Nos. 10
and 11 of the Boston Elevated Eailway at the Cambridge end
of the Dam, a retaining wall at the northerly end of the

Dam, and

Charlesbank on the Boston end of the
the sluices, and

back

As

making

the gravel

fill

steps east of

for the ends of the

Dam

of the old sea-walls.
it

was desired

to

as possible, the filling

open the roadway over the Dam as soon
of the approaches and the building of

the retaining walls were required to be finished before the 15th

roadway to
The work was started

of November, in order to allow the paving of the

be done before cold weather, if possible.

on this contract soon after the
of the

month

the piles had

all

first

of October

;

at

the end

been driven, the masonry wall

was completed between piers Nos. 10 and 11 with the exception of the coping, and the concrete foundation for the
steps east of the sluices

had been put

in.

The

old fence at the

northerly end of the Charlesbank was removed on October 25,

and the driving of

piles to support the piers for the retaining

wall was started on the 28th.

At the end
all

of the

of the period covered by this report practically

masonry work

was completed.
prevent the digging up of the roadway,
called for

after it
In order to
had once been paved, for the laying of the conduits for electric wires, it

was decided

to lay the portion of the ducts west

of the sluices and east of the

Lock

as extra

work under

this

contract.

The value

of the

work done,

1909, estimate, was $9,230.70.

as

shown by the November,
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Contract No. 188, Charles

Roadway on

the Charles

Dolloff

&

Co.

[Jan.

— Paving

the

River Dam, Boston and Cam-

bridge.

On

Oct. 11, 1909, bids were received for paving the road-

way on

Dam, and on

the Charles River

Oct. 15, 1909, a con-

was made with Charles W. Dolloff & Co.
The total amount of the contract, based on the preliminary
estimate of quantities, was $33,870, the principal items of
which were as follows

tract

:

—

Gravel in place,

6,200 cu. yds.

Granite edgestones in place,

.

.

.

.

.

.

2,700

lin. ft.

Granite block paving in place,

9,000 sq. yds.

Brick sidewalk in place,

2,200 sq. yds.

The work of setting the edgestones was started November
and the paving of the roadway on November 12. Some 400
feet on the down-stream half of the roadway had been paved at
1

the end of the period covered by this report.

The

total value of the

work done,

as

shown by the November,

1909, estimate, was $3,500.

Contract

On

—

Furnishing
No. 142, Fibre Conduit Company.
Orangeburg Conduit for Dam, Boston.

Oct. 22, 1909, a contract

was made with

Company of Orangeburg, N.
duits at the Dam.
duit

the Fibre Con-

Y., for the four 12-duct con-

This contract called for the furnishing of about 16 miles
of 3-inch, 314-inch and 4-inch socket-joint conduit.

The

final

estimate was dated Oct. 26, 1909, and amounted to $4,104.

Contract No. 145, Vulcan Rail and Construction Company.

—

Furnishing and erecting Fence and Stairs at the Charles

River Dam, Boston and Cambridge.

On

Nov. 22, 1909, bids were received for furnishing and

erecting the fence on the

Harbor wall of the Dam, including

the stairways on the down-stream side and the fence along the

roadway on the up-stream side at the sluices, and on Nov. 24,
1909, a contract for this work was made with the Vulcan Rail
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and Construction Company. The amount of the contract, including an allowance for change of plans, was $8,664.
No work had been done under this contract during the period
covered by this report.

Contract No. 1£6, The Safety Insulated Wire and Cable ComLaying Electric Conduits at the Charles River
pany.

—

Dam, Boston and Cambridge.

On

Nov. 18, 1909, bids were received, and on Nov. 24,
1909, a contract was made with The Safety Insulated Wire

and Cable Company, the estimated value of the work being
$4,729.20.

The work
the

consisted of laying four 12-duct conduits between

Lock and the

tract

sluices,

using the ducts furnished under con-

At the end of the period covered by this report
work had been done, but the contractor had de-

No. 142.

no contract

livered a considerable portion of the materials to be used.

Contract No.

Walworth Construction and Supply Comand erecting Roadway Gates and
Drawbridge on the Charles River Dam, Bos-

lJfl,

pany. — Furnishing

Fence

at the

ton.

Bids for this work were received, and on Nov. 26, 1909, a
was made with the Walworth Construction and Supply

contract

Company

for

the work,

which consisted of fabricating and

erecting the gates at each end of the drawbridge, including

some short lengths of fence adjoining the
was $3,238.

gates.

The amount

of the contract

Respectfully submitted,

HIRAM

A.

MILLER,
Chief Engineer.

Boston,

May

16, 1910.

APPENDICES.
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Appendix
Chapter

An Act

465

A.

of the Acts of the Year

1903.

to authorize the Construction of a

Dam

across the charles elver between the clties

of Boston and Cambridge.

Be

enacted,

it

Section

etc.,

1.

as follows

The governor

of the

Commonwealth, with

the advice and consent of the council, shall appoint three
.

.

.

-,

,

j,

,-,

,

it

-,.,

commissioners, residents oi the metropolitan parks district,

who

Charles river
sion, appoint-

ment, term,
etc.

comand who

shall constitute the Charles river basin

mission, hereinafter

called

the commission,

sworn before entering upon the duties of their
shall be designated by the
governor as chairman, and two commissioners shall conshall be

One commissioner

office.

The term of office shall be three
a quorum.
and all vacancies shall be filled by the governor,
with the advice and consent of the council. Any commissioner may be removed by the governor, with the
advice and consent of the council, for such cause as
he shall deem sufficient and shall assign in the order
of removal. Each commissioner shall receive an annual
salary of such amount as the governor and council shall

stitute

years,

Compensation,

determine.

Section

The commission may appoint a

2.

tary, engineers

counts of
report of

its

its

and

assistants,

secre- p 0W ersand

shall keep accurate ac-

expenditures, and shall

duties

-

make an annual

doings, including an abstract of its accounts,

and council. The commission whenever
Commonwealth has been authorized by the United

to the governor

the

States to build a

dam and

lock under the provisions of

do the work herein required
and shall in the meantime make examinations and

this act, shall proceed to

of

it,

plans therefor.
'

Section

3.

The commission

shall construct across

Charles river between the cities of Boston and
bridge, a

dam, at

least sufficiently

Cam-

high to hold back

all

D am

to

be

U
across cnaries
river etc
'

-
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A.

maintain in the basin above the dam a
permanent water level not less than eight
The dam shall occupy subfeet above Boston base.
stantially the site of the present Craigie bridge, which
shall be removed by the commission.
The dam shall be
not less than one hundred feet in width at said water
level and a part thereof shall be a highway and the remainder shall be a highway, or a park or parkway, as
the commission shall determine.
The dam shall be
furnished with a lock not less than three hundred and
fifty feet in length between the gates, forty feet in width
and thirteen feet in depth below Boston base, and shall
be built with a suitable drawbridge or drawbridges,
wasteways and other appliances. The part of the dam
used as a highway shall be maintained and operated in
the same manner as the Cambridge bridge, and under
tides

and

to

substantially

the laws

now

or hereafter in

force

The commission

shall dredge navigable

relating to

said

bridge.
Navigable
channels to be
dredged.

Section

4.

channels in the basin from the lock to the wharves

dam and Cambridge bridge, to Broad canal
Lechmere canal, the channel to be not less than
one hundred feet in width and eighteen feet in depth;
shall dredge Broad canal to such depths as will afford
to and at the wharves thereon not less than seventeen
feet of water up to the Third Street draw, not less
than thirteen feet of water from the Third Street draw
to the Sixth Street draw, and not less than eleven
feet of water from the Sixth Street draw to the railroad
between the

and

to

draw, and not less than nine feet of water for one
hundred and twenty-five feet above the railroad draw;
shall dredge Lechmere canal to such depths as will
afford to and at the wharves thereon not less than
seventeen feet of water up to and including Sawyer's

lumber wharf, and not less than thirteen feet of water
from said wharf up to the head of the canal at Bent
street; all depths aforesaid to be measured from the
Manner

of

dredging, etc.

water level to be maintained in the basin.
The commission shall do all such dredging and

all

strengthening of the walls of the canals and of the
basin where dredging is done by the driving of prime

oak piles two feet on centres along the front of said
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wharves or walls, and
pipes

all removing and relocating of
and conduits made necessary by such dredging, so

that vessels requiring a depth of water not exceeding

the respective depths above prescribed can
of,
•

and in contact with, the wharves and
;

manner

be done in such

lie

alongside

work

this

shall

as to cause the least possible

inconvenience to abutters, and shall be finished on or
before the completion of the

dam; and

after the walls

or wharves have been so strengthened, all repairs on or

rebuilding of the walls and wharves shall be done by
the abutters.

The commission

shall

do such dredging in the basin

outside of the channels aforesaid as

may

for the removal of sewage, sludge or
posit; shall do

proper,

and

take

all

certain other
°

donefetc.

any offensive de-

such other dredging as

shall

be necessary

it

shall

deem

proper measures for the

destruction of malarial mosquitoes in the basin and

its

vicinity.

Section 5. The commission, before the completion
dam, shall construct marginal conduits on the
north side of the basin from the outlet of the overflow
channel in Binney street to a point below the dam, and
on the south side of the basin from the present outlet
of the Back Bay Fens to a point below the dam, and
of the

Marginal
6

constructed,

may construct an extension thereof toward, or to, St.
Mary street, the conduits to be used to receive and conduct below the dam the overflow from sewers and the
surface drainage and other refuse matter which would

otherwise pass into the basin.

Section

6.

The commission,

for the purpose of carry- certain

ing out the provisions of the preceding sections,

from time
or

to

otherwise,

may

time take in fee or otherwise, by purchase
for the

Commonwealth,

or the

city

of

Cambridge, as the commission shall
flats
and lands covered by tide- water
determine, lands,
Boston or the
on Charles

city of

river,

by

filing in the registry of

deeds for

the county and district in which the lands or flats are
situated a description thereof, sufficiently accurate for

signed by a majority of the commisand any person whose property is so taken may
have compensation therefor as determined by agreement
with the commission, and if they cannot agree the
identification,

sioners;

lands,
36

take "etc!
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compensation

may

A.

be determined by a

jury

in

superior court for the county where the property

the
is

same provisions of law, so far as
they are applicable, which apply in determining the
value of lands taken for highways under chapter fortyeight of the Eevised Laws, upon petition therefor by
the commission, or by such person, filed in the clerk's
situated under the

office

of said court against the

Commonwealth

or the

which the lands or flats are taken within one
year after the taking, and costs shall be taxed and execucity for

tion issued as in civil cases.
The metropolitan park

Section

7.

The metropolitan park commission, when

commission to the work provided for in the preceding sections is
have exclusive
control of
finished, shall, subject to the powers vested by law in
dam, etc.
the state board of health, have exclusive control of the

dam and
dam and

lock

and

of the basin

and

river between the

the city of Waltham, as a part of the metro-

politan parks system, and of

all poles,

wires and other

structures placed or to be placed on, across, over or in

any part of said basin,

dam

or lock, and of the placing

dam used as a highway
and the bridges and other structures erected by any city
or town within its limits and upon its own lands ; may
make reasonable rules and regulations, not impairing
freight traffic, for the care, maintenance, protection and
thereof, except the part of the

May make
rules and
regulations,
etc.

policing of the basin; and throughout the year shall

operate the

lock

without charge, maintain the lock,

channels and canals aforesaid at the depths aforesaid,

and

clear of obstructions caused

by natural shoaling or

incident to the building of the dam, and maintain the

water in the basin at such level and the lock, channels

and canals
any

vessel

sufficiently clear of obstructions

by

ice so that

ready to pass through the lock, and requiring

no more depth of water than aforesaid, can pass through
to the
Notice to be
given in case
of emergency
requiring

temporary

wharves aforesaid.

In the event of an emergency,

requiring the temporary reduction of such level, notice
thereof shall be given to the occupants of said wharves,

and such reduction

shall

not be lower nor continue

reduction of
level, etc.

longer than the emergency requires.

Removal of

park commission

direct

sewage

or factory

waste

may be

ordered, etc.

may

sewage or factory waste as a
river

and

its

Said metropolitan

order the removal of

common

all

direct

nuisance from the

tributaries below the city of

Waltham;
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and no sewer, drain, overflow or other outlet for factory
or house drainage shall hereafter be connected with the

basin below said city without the approval of the metropolitan park commission.

Section

The Commonwealth

8.

shall in the first in- Payment of

stance pay all expenses incurred in carrying out the
provisions of the preceding sections, and the same shall,

except as provided in the following section, constitute

part of the cost of construction and maintenance of

and in addition to the
amounts heretofore authorized for such construction the
treasurer and receiver-general shall, from time to time,
as authorized by the governor and council, issue notes,
bonds or scrip, in the name and behalf of the Commonthe metropolitan parks system;

wealth,' entitled Charles Eiver Basin Loan,7 to the

Charles River
amount Basm
Loan.

which the commission may deem necessary for the expenses incurred under the first six sections of this act;
and all acts and parts of acts relative to loans for such
construction and providing for their payment shall, so
far as they

may

be applicable and not inconsistent here-

with, apply to such notes, bonds

and

scrip

and

to their

payment.
-

Section

9.

The commissioners next appointed under

Apportion-

the provisions of chapter four hundred and nineteen of expenses,
the acts of the year eighteen hundred and ninety-nine,

and amendments thereof, in apportioning the expenses
of maintaining the metropolitan parks system shall in-

clude as part thereof the expense of maintenance in-

curred under the preceding sections of this act; shall

deem just and equitable,
amount expended for construc-

also determine, as they shall

what portion of the
tion under sections

total

three, four, five

shall be apportioned to the cities of

and six of this act
Boston and Cam-

bridge as the cost of the removal of Craigie bridge and
the construction of a suitable bridge in place thereof,

and the remainder

shall be considered

and treated

as

part of the cost of construction of the metropolitan park
system. The treasurer and receiver-general shall deter-

mine the payments

to be

made each year by

said cities,

one-half by each, to meet the interest and sinking fund

requirements for the amounts apportioned to them as
the cost of such bridge, and the same shall be paid

etc.
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A.

by each city into the treasury of the Commonwealth as
part of
Citv of Boston
to do certain
dredging,
construct conduits, sewer,
etc.

its state tax.

Section

The city of Boston, by such officer or
mayor may designate, shall forthwith after
the passage of this act, do such dredging in the Back
Bay Fens as the board of health of said city may require,
shall construct a conduit between Huntington avenue
and Charles river, to form an outlet into Charles
officers as

10.

the

river for the commissioners' channel of Stony brook,

Proviso.

shall

reconstruct the present connections between the

river

and the Fens

so as to allow free access of water

from the river into the streams and ponds in the Fens
and thence into the river, and shall construct a sewer
in the rear of the houses on the north side of Beacon
street between Otter and Hereford streets.
Such officer
or officers may construct a conduit between Green street
and Forest Hills and may construct or rebuild within
five years one or more conduits for Stony brook between
the westerly side of Elmwood street and the Fens pro:

however,

vided,

that

the

expense

such

of

conduits

between Green street and Forest Hills and between Elm-

wood

street

and the Fens

shall be paid for out of the

annual appropriation for sewer construction under the
provisions of chapter four hundred and twenty-six of

the acts of the year eighteen hundred and ninety-seven

and acts in amendment thereof or in addition thereto.
Section 11. The board of park commissioners of
bankment may
be built on
Boston may, with the approval of the mayor, build a
Boston side of
Charles river.
wall or embankment on the Boston side of Charles
Wall or em-

river beginning at a point in the southwest corner of

stone

the

wall

of

the

Charlesbank,

thence

running

southerly by a straight or curved line to a point in

Charles river not more than three hundred feet distant
westerly from the harbor commissioners' line, measuring

on a line perpendicular to the said commissioners'
its

intersection with the southerly line of

street,

line at

Mount Vernon

but in no place more than three hundred feet
from said commissioners' line; thence con-

westerly

tinuing southerly and westerly by a curved line to a
point one hundred feet or less from the wall in the
rear of Beacon street; thence by a line substantially
parallel with said wall to the easterly line of the

Bay

Fens, extended to intersect said parallel line.

Back

.
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Section 12. The board of park commissioners of fll^ete^imay
a
said city ma}' take, in fee or otherwise, by purchase or pubi^par'k.
otherwise, for said city, for the purpose of a public park
such lands,
Charles,

wall or

flats

and lands covered by tide-water between

Brimmer and Back streets and the line of
embankment aforesaid, as the mayor shall

the
ap-

prove, by filing in the registry of deeds for the county
of Suffolk a description thereof sufficiently accurate for

signed by a majority of the commisand shall construct a public park on the lands
so taken and any person whose property is so taken may
have compensation therefor as determined by agreement with the board, and if they cannot agree the
amount thereof may be determined by a jury in the
superior court for the county of Suffolk, under the same
identification,
sioners,

;

provisions of law, so far as they

may

be applicable,

which apply in determining the value of lands taken
for highways under chapter forty-eight of the Eevised
Laws, upon petition therefor by the board, or by such
person, filed in the clerk's office of said court against
said city within one year after the taking,

and

costs shall

be taxed and execution issued as in civil cases.

Section

The

13.
,

city of

,

Boston shall pay the ex-

.

.

,

-,

,

.

penses incurred under sections ten, eleven and twelve

city of Boston
to

pay certain

expenses,

etc.

of this act, except as otherwise provided in section ten of

and

meet said expenses the city treasurer
,.
iiin
irom time to time, on the request of
the mayor, issue and sell bonds of the city to an amount
not exceeding eight hundred thousand dollars, and the
bonds so issued shall not be reckoned in determining the

this act;
o

•,

,i

-,

to

n

of the city shall,

j.

i

j?

city treasurer
to issue bonds,
etc.

legal limit of indebtedness of the city.

Section

14.

The

lock shall be built above the lower The Boston

dam, and the Boston and Maine Bailroad
ii
i
t
before the dam is completed, remove its bridge,
and any other structures in Charles Eiver which

line of the
i

ii

shall,

piles

^

/.

•

i

j.

•

i

i

•

-i

are southerly or westerly of a line defined in red on a
filed in the office of the board of harbor and land
commissioners marked " Plan showing line from above

plan

or southwest of which the Boston

& Maine

Bailroad

remove all of its structures in Charles River and
between the harbor lines, May 25, 1903. Woodward
Emery, Chairman of Harbor and Land Commissioners " ; and may rebuild the same northerly and easterly
shall

RaiiroadTo

remove certain
structures, etc.
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of the line so defined.

The draw

not be easterly of nor more than

A.
in the

new bridge

fifty feet

shall

westerly from

the location of the present draw, and shall be so located
as to be directly opposite the lock.

"Within the limits

herein prescribed the commission shall determine the
position of the lock
Enforcement
of provisions
of act, etc.

superior

and draw.

The supreme judicial court and the
court shall, upon application of any party in

Section

15.

interest, including

any owner or occupant of property

abutting on the basin or on Broad canal or Lechmere
canal, have jurisdiction to enforce, or prevent violation

any provision of this act and any order, rule or
made under authority thereof.
Section 16. Chapter three hundred and forty-four
of the acts of the year eighteen hundred and ninety-one,
as amended by section one of chapter four hundred and
thirty-five of the acts of the year eighteen hundred and
of,

regulation
Repeal.

ninety-three,

and chapter

five

hundred and thirty-one

of

the acts of the year eighteen hundred and ninety-eight
are hereby repealed.

When

to take

effect.

Section 17. This act shall take effect on the first
day of July in the year nineteen hundred and three.
[Approved June 21)., 1903.

Chapter

107

of the Resolves of the Year

1904.

Eesolve to provide for the Acceptance by the Commonwealth of the Conditions and Limitations SET FORTH IN A CERTIFICATE OF THE ACTING
Secretary of War of the United States relating to the Construction and Maintenance
of the Charles Eiver Dam.
Construction
of Charles
river dam, etc.
acceptance of
certain con-

Resolved, That the express conditions and limitations
set forth in a certificate of

Eobert Shaw Oliver, acting

secretary of war, under date of the eighteenth day of

ditions, etc.

May, nineteen hundred and four, relating to the construction and maintenance of a dam across the Charles
river, and to the maintenance of channels in connection
therewith, be, and hereby are, accepted, and the obligations thereof assumed by the Commonwealth, as follows

:

—
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That detailed plans for the lock and dam, and of

channels to be dredged outside established harbor

all

lines,

and
work be not begun until such plans have received

shall be submitted to the secretary of war,

that the

his approval.
2.

That the Charles Eiver basin commission, or

successors, shall operate the lock, at their

as a free navigable

own

waterway of the United

ject to such regulations as the

its

expense,

States, sub-

secretary of

war may

promulgate.

That the emptying of the basin shall be subject
by the secretary of war.
4. That the Charles Eiver basin commission shall
dredge and maintain in the basin, from the head of
3.

to regulation

the lock to the channel in the river, a channel one

hundred

feet

wide and eighteen feet deep at mean low

water, in a location to be approved by the secretary of

war.
5.

That, whenever called upon to do so by the sec-

retary of war, the Charles Eiver basin commission shall

deepen two and two tenths feet the channel eighty feet
wide called for by the present approved project for the
improvement of Charles river by the United States,

known
and

as the project of

eighty,

the

said

June fourteen, eighteen hundred
deepening to extend as far as

Brackett's wharf.

That the Commonwealth of Massachusetts shall
maintain in the Charles river from the head of the
6.

thirty-five foot

channel at Charles river bridge to the

dam

and lock, the necessary depth and width of channel
for the

commerce

of the river, as fixed

by the secretary

of war.

That the alterations in the bridge of the Boston
and Maine Eailroad ordered by said act of the general
court of Massachusetts shall be made, approval of the
plans by the secretary of war being obtained, as required
7.

by law.
8. That the approval hereby granted shall not be construed as authorizing any invasion of property rights, or

any act whereby a claim for damages against the United
[Approved June 8, 190kStates might arise.
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Chapter

65

A.

of the Acts of the Year

1905.

An Act to authorize the Charles

Eiver Basin Commission to construct a Temporary Highway

Bridge over the Charles Eiver.

Be
1903,465, §3,

amended.

it

enacted,

etc.,

as follows:

Section 1. Section three of chapter
four hundred
x
and sixty- five of the acts of the year nineteen hundred
and three is hereby amended by inserting after the word
" commission ", in the eighth line, the words
The
commission may construct or otherwise provide a temporary highway bridge and approaches thereto for the
use of vehicles and pedestrians during the construction
Section S.
f the dam,
so as to read as follows
^q commission shall construct across Charles river between the cities of Boston and Cambridge, a dam, at
least sufficiently high to hold back all tides and to main:

Dam

to be constructed across

Charles river,
etc.

'

—

:

tain in the basin above the

dam

—

—

a substantially per-

manent water level not less than eight feet above Boston
The dam shall occupy substantially the site of
base.
the present Craigie bridge, which shall be removed by

commission.

the

The commission may

construct

or

otherwise provide a temporary highway bridge and ap-

proaches thereto for the use of vehicles and pedestrians

during the construction of the dam.
not

less

level

The dam

shall be

than one hundred feet in width at said water

and a part thereof

shall be a

highway and the

remainder shall be a highway, or a park or parkway, as
the commission shall determine.

nished with a lock not
feet in length

less

The dam

shall be fur-

than three hundred and

fifty

between the gates, forty feet in width and

thirteen feet in depth below Boston base, and shall be
built with a suitable drawbridge or drawbridges, wasteways and other appliances. The part of the dam used
as a highway shall be maintained and operated in the
same manner as the Cambridge bridge, and under the

laws

now

or hereafter in force relating to said bridge.

Section 2. This act shall take effect upon
sage.
[Approved February 9, 1905.

its

pas-

,

,
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of the Acts of the Year

1906.

An Act

to prohibit the Pollution of the Charles
elver within the metropolitan parks dis-

TRICT.

Be

it

enacted,

Section

as follows:

etc.,

The

1.

state

board of health

hereby The

is

upon the petition of the metropolitan park
»
commission, or the mayor of any city or the selectmen
of any town within the metropolitan parks district, and
after notice to all parties interested and a hearing, to

authorized,

,

.

-i

t

,

.

state

health may
prohibit the
discharge of

charts

river,

prohibit the entrance or discharge of sewage into that

part of the Charles river within the present boundaries
of said metropolitan parks district,

and

to prevent the

entrance or discharge of every other substance, except
surface or storm water, into said river within said parks
district

which may be injurious

to public health, or

may

tend to create a public nuisance, or to obstruct the flow
of water within said parks district, including all waste
or refuse

from any factory or other establishment where

persons are employed, unless the owner thereof shall use
the best practicable and reasonably available

means

to

render such waste or refuse harmless.

Section 2. The supreme judicial court or any justice
and the superior court or any justice thereof

jurisdiction,

thereof

shall have jurisdiction in equity to enforce the provisions

of this act

and any order made by the

health in conformity therewith.

any such order

shall be instituted

attorney-general

state

board of

Proceedings to enforce

and prosecuted by the

upon the request

of the state board of

health.

Section 3. This act
[Approved March
sage.

Chapter

368 of

shall take effect
11/.,

upon

its

pas-

1906.

the Acts of the Year

1906.

An Act

relative to the Transfer of the Care and
Control of the Charles Eiver Dam and Basin
to the Metropolitan Park Commission.

Be

it

enacted,

Section 1.
and sixty-five

etc.,

as follows:

Section three of chapter four hundred i903,«5,§3,
of the acts of the year nineteen

hundred

:
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and three
Dam

to

be con-

6tructea across
Charles river.

A.

hereby amended by striking out the last

is

sentence thereof, so as to read as follows

The commission
tween the

cities of

— Section

3.

Boston and Cambridge, a dam, at

high to hold back

least sufficiently

:

shall construct across Charles river be-

all tides

dam

tain in the basin above the

and

to

main-

a substantially per-

manent water level not less than eight feet above Boston base. The dam shall occupy substantially the site
removed by
than one
hundred feet in width at said water level and a part
thereof shall be a highway and the remainder shall be
a highway, or a park or parkway, as the commission

of the present Craigie bridge,

which

shall be

the commission.

The dam

shall be not less

shall determine.

The dam

shall be furnished

with a

and fifty feet in length
between the gates, forty feet in width and thirteen feet
in depth below Boston base, and shall be built with a
suitable drawbridge or drawbridges, wasteways and other
lock not less than three hundred

appliances.
57.

amended

Section

2.

Section seven of said chapter four hun-

dred and sixty-five is hereby amended by inserting after
the word " exclusive ", in the fourth line, the words

—
— by inserting
the word " lock
in the
the words — and
any highway, park or
parkway, drawbridge
drawbridges, constructed in
connection therewith, — by inserting
the word
" lock
—
in the ninth
the words
highway, park
or parkway, drawbridge or drawbridges, — by
:

care and,

",

after

fifth line,

of

:

or

after

",

line,

:

striking

out the words " the part of the

and

", in the

before the

tenth line,

used as a highway
by striking out the word " the ",

word " basin

", in the

inserting in place thereof the
serting after the word " basin

the words

:

— dam,

dam

lock,

fourteenth line, and

word

", in

:

—

said,

— by

in-

the fourteenth line,

highway, park, parkway, draw-

bridge or drawbridges, breaches of which rules shall be
breaches of the peace, punishable as such,
after the

word "

— by

inserting

lock ", in the fifteenth line, the words

— and drawbridge or drawbridges, — and by adding
the end thereof the words — Said metropolitan park
at

:

commission shall also have and exercise over said basin,
dam, lock, highway, park, parkway, drawbridge or drawbridges, all other power, duties and liabilities now im-
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posed upon said commission by chapter four hundred

and seven of the

acts of the year eighteen

hundred and

ninety-three and acts in addition thereto and in amend-

ment
trol

and con-

thereof relative to the care, maintenance

by said commission of open spaces for exercise and

recreation so far as the provisions of said acts are consistent

with the provisions of this

as follows

mission,

:

— Section

when

7.

act,

—

so as to read

The metropolitan park com-

The metro-

the work provided for in the preceding commission
^

have care of

sections is finished, shall, subject to the powers vested dam,

by law in the

state

board of health, have exclusive care

and control of the dam and lock and of any highway,
park or parkway, drawbridge or drawbridges, constructed in connection therewith and of the basin and
river between the dam and the city of Waltham, as a
part of the metropolitan parks system, and of all poles,
wires and other structures placed or to be placed on,
across, over or in

any part of said basin,

dam

or lock,

highway, park or parkway, drawbridge or drawbridges,

and

of the placing thereof, except the bridges

structures erected by any city or
'

and upon

its

town within

own lands may make
;

and other
its

limits

reasonable rules and

regulations, not impairing freight traffic, for the care,

maintenance, protection and policing of said basin, dam,
lock,

highway, park, parkway,

bridges, breaches of

peace, punishable as

drawbridge

or

draw-

which rules shall be breaches of the
such ; and throughout the year shall

operate the lock and drawbridge or drawbridges without
charge, maintain the lock, channels and canals aforesaid at the depths aforesaid,

and

clear of obstructions

caused by natural shoaling or incident to the building

and maintain the water in the basin at such
and the lock, channels and canals sufficiently clear
of obstructions by ice so that any vessel ready to pass
through the lock, and requiring no more depth of water
than aforesaid, can pass through to the wharves aforesaid.
In the event of an emergency, requiring the tem-

of the dam,
level

porary reduction of such

level, notice

thereof shall be

given to the occupants of said wharves, and such reduction shall not be lower nor continue longer than the

emergency requires.
sion

may

Said metropolitan park commis-

order the removal of

all direct

sewage or fac-

etc.

to
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tory waste as a

common

nuisance from the river and

tributaries below the city of

drain,

A.

Waltham; and no

its

sewer,

overflow or other outlet for factory or house

drainage shall hereafter be connected with the basin

below said city without the approval of the metropolitan

park commission. Said metropolitan park commission
shall also have and exercise over said basin, dam, lock,
highway, park, parkway, drawbridge or drawbridges,

all

other power, duties and liabilities now imposed upon
said commission by chapter four hundred and seven of
the acts of the year eighteen hundred and ninety-three
and acts in addition thereto and in amendment thereof
relative to the care, maintenance and control by said
commission of open spaces for exercise and recreation
so far as the provisions of said acts are consistent with

the provisions of this act.

When dam

is

Section"

When

3.

the

work of the Charles

river

completed the
Charles river
basin commis-

basin commission as provided for in said chapter four

sion to certify
the same, etc.

hundred and

sixty-five is finished, said

commission

certify the fact in writing to the metropolitan

shall

park com-

mission, and such certificate or a copy of the same,
attested by

any member of the metropolitan park com-

mission or by

its secretary, shall

be prima facie evidence

that the exclusive care and control of said dam, lock,

highway, park or parkway, drawbridge or drawbridges,
are vested in the metropolitan park commission.

Section

Repeal.

So much of chapter four hundred and
hundred and

4.

sixty-seven of the acts of the year eighteen

ninety-eight as

is

inconsistent herewith

is

hereby

re-

pealed.

Section 5. This act shall take
[Approved May 8, 1906.

effect

upon

its

pas-

sage.

Chapter

An Act
Be
1903, 465, § s,

amended.

it

402 of

the Acts of the Year

1906.

relative to the Charles Eiver Basin.

enacted,

etc.,

as follows:

Section 1.
Section eight of chapter four hundred
and sixty-five of the acts of the year nineteen hundred
and three is hereby amended by striking out the words
" the preceding ", in the third line, by inserting after

:
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—

words
and twelve,
and by striking out the words " the first
as amended,
six sections ", in the thirteenth line, and inserting in
sections one, two, three, four,
place thereof the words
so as to read as follows
five, six, eleven and twelve,
the

sections ", in the

line, the

:

one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eleven

—

:

— Section

—

—

The Commonwealth

8.

shall in the first in- Payment of
.

stance pay

all

.

-,

provisions of sections one, two, three, four,

eleven and twelve,

seven,
shall,

expenses.

expenses incurred in carrying out the

as

five,

six,

amended, and the same

except as provided in the following section, con-

and maintenance
and in addition to the

stitute part of the cost of construction

of the metropolitan parks system

;

amounts heretofore authorized for such construction the
treasurer and receiver general shall, from time to time,
as authorized by the governor and council, issue notes,
bonds or scrip, in the name and behalf of the Commonwealth,

entitled

Charles

Eiver

Basin

Loan,

to

amount which the commission may deem necessary

the
for

the expenses incurred under sections one, two, three,

and twelve of this act; and all acts
and parts of acts relative to loans for such construction
and providing for their payment shall, so far as they
may be applicable and not inconsistent herewith,
apply to such notes, bonds and scrip, and to their pay-

four, five, six, eleven

ment.
Section"
is

2.

Said chapter four hundred and sixty- five

—

and inserting in place thereof the following
Section 9.
The commissioners appointed under the provisions of chapter four hundred and nineteen of the acts
of the year eighteen hundred and ninety-nine, and
amendments thereof, in apportioning the expenses of
:

maintaining the metropolitan parks system shall include
as

1903, 465, § 9,

hereby further amended by striking out section nine

part thereof the expense of maintenance incurred

under sections one, two,
eight, eleven

mine

three,

and twelve of

four,

five,

six,

seven,

this act; shall also deter-

deem just and equitable what portion
amount expended for construction under

as they shall

of the total

and six of this act shall be
Boston and Cambridge as
of the removal of Craigie bridge and the con-

sections three, four, five

apportioned to the
the cost

cities of

Apportione2

pTnses.
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A.

struction of a suitable bridge in place thereof, and the

remainder shall be considered and treated as part of
the cost of construction of the metropolitan park sys-

tem; and shall also determine as they shall deem just
and equitable, what portion of the total amount expended for the cost of construction of the marginal
conduit on the south side of the basin and of the embankment and park, provided for by this act, shall be
apportioned to the city of Boston as the cost of the
construction of said embankment and park, and what
portion shall be fixed as the cost of said marginal con-

The

duit.

cost of the construction of said

embankment

and park, as so apportioned, shall be repaid to the Commonwealth by the city of Boston with four per cent
interest from the date of said apportionment, and bills
for the betterments assessed by the Charles Eiver Basin
commission under the provisions of this act shall be
listed and committed to the collector of taxes of the
city of Boston, and shall be collected under the same
provisions of law as betterments levied for the construction of highways in the city of Boston.
All amounts
so received by the city of Boston from, said betterments
shall be applied first toward paying to the Commonwealth said apportionment for the cost of construction

embankment and park

of said

as above provided;

and

second to the interest and sinking fund requirements
of the loan of the city of Boston authorized

The

act.

by

this

treasurer and receiver general shall determine

made each year by the cities of
Boston and Cambridge, one half by each, to meet the

the payments to be

interest

and sinking fund requirements for the amounts

apportioned to them as the cost of such bridge, and the

same
the

shall be paid

Commonwealth

city treasurer of

by each city into the treasury of
as a part of its state taxes.

Boston shall from time

to

The

time on

the request of the mayor issue and

sell bonds of the
meet the payments to the Commonwealth required by this section, and the bonds so issued shall

city to

not be reckoned in determining the statutory limit of
indebtedness of the
1903, 465,

§

n,

Section
five is

3.

city.

Said chapter four hundred and sixty-

hereby further amended by striking out section
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eleven and inserting in place thereof the following

Section 11.

:

—

The Charles Eiver Basin commission shall ^kmenunay
embankment on the Boston side of Bosto^side of

build a wall and

Charles river, beginning at a point in the southwest

Charles river,

corner of the stone wall of the Charlesbank, thence

running southerly by a straight or curved line to a point
in Charles river not more than three hundred feet
westerly from the harbor commissioners' line, measuring on a line perpendicular to the said commissioners'
line at its intersection

Vernon

street,

with the southerly line of Mount

but in no place more than three hun-

dred feet westerly from the said commissioners' line;
thence continuing southerly and westerly by a curved

one hundred feet or less from the wall
Beacon street; thence by a line substantially parallel with said wall, but at no point more than
one hundred feet distant therefrom, to the westerly line
of the Back Bay Fens extended to intersect said parallel
line to a point

in the rear of

line.

Section
five is

4.

Said chapter four hundred and sixty-

1903, 465, § 12,

hereby further amended by striking out section

twelve and inserting in place thereof the following

Section 12.

The Charles Eiver Basin commission

:

—

shall certain lands,

may be
en for a

etc.,

acquire in fee, or otherwise, by purchase or otherwise,

ta

^

for the city of Boston, for the purpose of a public park,

parkway or street, flats and lands covered by tide water
and lying easterly of Charlesgate West by filing in the
registry of deeds for the county of Suffolk a description

thereof sufficiently

accurate

for

identification,

signed

by a majority of said commission, and shall construct
a public park or lay out a parkway or street, on the
lands so taken: provided, however, that nothing herein

contained shall authorize the taking for any purpose
of

Back

street, or of

any

lot or part of

north side of Beacon street or of any

any

lot

flats

on the

or lands

covered by tide water south of West Boston bridge and
lying between the line of

whereof

is

the wall the construction

provided for in section eleven of this act and

the Cambridge shore, nor the taking for any purpose

but that of a public park of any

flats or

land covered

by tide water between said wall and the sea wall as
at present existing;

and any person whose property

is

Proviso.
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so taken

may have compensation

A.
therefor as determined

by agreement with the commission,

or, in the

such agreement, the amount thereof

may

absence of

be determined

by a jury in the superior court for the county of Suffolk

upon

petition therefor by the commissioners or by

such person, filed in the clerk's

office

of

said court,

Commonwealth, and within one year after
the taking, and under the same proceedings and proviagainst the

sions of law, so far as they

may

be applicable, which

apply in determining the value of lands taken for high-

ways under chapter forty-eight of the Eevised Laws.
And because of the construction and maintenance of the
embankment and park as herein provided and the
establishment of the northerly line thereof as herein

and defined as the limit of any embankment or construction northerly from Beacon street between the Charlesbank and the Back Bay Fens, said
finally fixed

commission shall within two years after the completion
of the park as herein provided and defined determine the
value of the benefit or advantage, from the establish-

ment

embankment and park, beyond

of said

ing to

all real estate

that result-

in the city of Boston, to each par-

the Back Bay Fens bordering
embankment and park as so comassess such betterment upon the said

cel of real estate east of

upon

or near said

pleted,

and

shall

estates so benefited;

but such assessments shall in no

event exceed in the aggregate one half of the actual
cost of construction of said

embankment and

park, ex-

clusive of the cost of the marginal conduit, nor the

sum

of thirty dollars for each lineal front foot of private

ownership.

Any person aggrieved by
may within one year

of betterments

such assessment
thereafter

a

file

petition in the superior court for the county of Suffolk,

and

after notice to the city of

Boston

shall

have a

trial

by jury therein, and costs shall be awarded as provided
in section seven of chapter fifty of the Eevised Laws.
1903, 465, § 13,

amended.

Section 5.
Section thirteen of said chapter four
..........
hundred and sixty-five is hereby amended by striking
out the words " sections ten, eleven and twelve ", in the
second line, and inserting in place thereof the words
section ten,
and by striking out the words " section
:

—

—
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ten of this act ", in the third and fourth lines, and insaid section ten,
serting in place thereof the words

—
— Section
:

—

so as to read as follows

:

The

13.

city of

Boston shall pay the expenses incurred under section

g* °*,JKff
ex P en8es

-

ten of this act, except as otherwise provided in said section ten; and to meet said expenses the city treasurer

from time to time, on the request of
the mayor, issue and sell bonds of the city to an amount
not exceeding eight hundred thousand dollars, and the
of the city shall,

bonds

so issued shall

not be reckoned in determining

the legal limit of indebtedness of the city.

Section"

Chapter three hundred and forty-four of

6.

Repeal,

the acts of the year eighteen hundred and ninety-one

and chapter four hundred and thirty-five of the acts
the year eighteen hundred and ninety-three are

of

hereby repealed.
Section"
sage.

This act shall take

7.

[Approved

Chapter

An Act

May

404

effect

upon

its

pas-

21, 1906.

of the Acts of the Year

1907.

to authorize the Metropolitan Park Com-

mission JOINTLY WITH THE CHARLES ElVER BASIN
Commission to grant Locations for Boat

Houses.

Be

it

enacted,

Section
shall

make

etc.,

1.

as follows:

The Charles

provision

m

river

basin

commission
.

of the park or parkway
hundred and two of the acts of the year nineteen hundred and six, for the location of boat houses, landings
thereon and floats in connection therewith. At any time
after the passage of this act, upon the petition of any

provided for by chapter four

duly organized boat club for a location for a boat house,
floats in connection therewith, said commisand the metropolitan park commission by a majority of the members of both commissions acting

landing or
sion

jointly as one board for the purpose,

and, after the

completion by said Charles river basin commission of
the

work imposed upon

Locations of
boat houses on

the construction and laying out Charles

it

by law, the metropolitan park

river,
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commission alone,
ble location,

may

A.

grant to such boat club a suita-

by lease or otherwise, with the right to erect

a boat house thereon and to project landings and floats

on the waters of the Charles river contiguous thereto,

upon such terms, conditions, restrictions and agreements and for such period of years, not exceeding
twenty- five, as said commissions acting jointly, or, after
the completion of said work, as the metropolitan park

may deem

commission

expedient.

In passing upon

such petition consideration shall be given to the fact
that at the time of the passage of this act such boat
club

owned or occupied a boat house on the southerly

or easterly side of the Charles river between Charlesgate

new dam, the point on the river bank at
which such boat house was situated and the length of
time during which it had been owned or maintained
west and the

there.

Section 2. This act shall take
[Approved May 13, 1907.

effect

upon

its

pas-

sage.

Chapter

445

of the Acts of the Year

1908.

An Act

to authokize the Charles Kiver Basin
Commission to take Land for an Approach to
the Embankment on the Boston Side of the
Eiver.

Be
Certain land
taken
for the con-

may be

struction of

an approach
embankment on the
Boston side

to the

of the Charles
river.

it

enacted,

Section
for

the

etc.,

1.

as follows:

The Charles

purpose

of

river

constructing

basin commission,

an approach from

Charles street in the city of Boston to the

embankment

provided for in chapter four hundred and sixty-five of
the acts of the year nineteen hundred and three, as

amended by chapter four hundred and two of the acts
of the year nineteen hundred and six, may take in fee
or otherwise, or acquire by purchase or otherwise, for

the city of Boston, so

much

of the land belonging to

the trustees of the Massachusetts Charitable Eye and

Ear Infirmary on said Charles street as the commission
may deem necessary, by filing in the registry of deeds

,
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for Suffolk county a description thereof signed by a Description
.

j

,

.

,

-,

majority of the commissioners, and

may

,

,

construct on

limd

to

be

of

filed,

etc.

the land so taken and on the land of the city of Boston

between said land and the Cambridge bridge a suitable

approach to said embankment.

Section
property

is

The

2.

city of

compensation

therefor

may

determined

as

with the commission, and
pensation

Boston and any person whose Damages,
may have

taken under authority of this act

if

by

agreement

they cannot agree, com-

be determined by a jury in the superior

court for the county of Suffolk under the same provisions of law, so far as they are applicable,

which apply

in determining the value of lands taken for highways

under chapter forty-eight of the Eevised Laws, upon
petition therefor by the commission or by such person,
filed in the clerk's office of said court against the commonwealth or the city of Boston, within one year after
the taking, and costs shall be taxed and execution issued

as in civil cases.

Section 3. The commonwealth shall, in the first in- Payment of
pay all expenses incurred in carrying out the
provisions of this act, including the fair value of any
land of the city of Boston which may be used as an
approach to said embankment, and the same shall constitute a part of the cost of construction of the embankment authorized by said chapter four hundred and two.
Section 4. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
[Approved April 2Jf, 1908.
stance,

Chapter

633

of the Acts of the Year

1908.

An Act

to authoeize the chaeles eivee basin commission TO EEBUILD A CEETAIN SEA WALL ON
BEOAD CANAL IN THE CITY OF CAMBEIDGE.

Be

it

enacted,

etc.,

as follows:

Section 1.
The Charles river basin commission, seawaiitobe
,-.
••
built on Broad
ill
n
p
created under the provisions of chapter four hundred canaimthe
and sixty-five of the acts of the year nineteen hundred bridge,
and three, is hereby authorized and required to rebuild
l

inn
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the sea wall on the premises leased by the

Bay

State

Fuel Company on Broad Canal in the city of Cambridge, according to a plan or plans mutually agreed

upon between the commission, the Bay State Fuel Company and the owners of the land whereon the sea wall
is to be rebuilt, and to drive sheeting, if the commission
deems it necessary, for a distance of three hundred and
thirty feet from station eleven plus seventy of the commission's survey on the southerly side of Broad Canal
in the city of Cambridge to station fifteen hundred:
Proviso.

provided, however, that before the commission does any

work under authority of this act said Bay State Fuel
Company and the owners of said land shall execute
and deliver to the commission an agreement under seal
to defend the commission and its employees and agents,
and the commissioners personally and their successors,
against all claims of every name and nature which may
be prosecuted at law or in equity on account of reduc-

ing the navigable width of the canal or on account of

any

act or acts of the

commission in carrying out the
from any

provisions of this act, and to save harmless

damages the commonwealth of Massachusetts,
its employees and agents, and the
commissioners personally and their successors, in any
action brought as aforesaid, and expressly providing
that said Bay State Fuel Company and said owners of
said land shall hold the commonwealth of Massachusetts, the commission, its members and their successors,
and its employees and agents harmless against any and
all damage to buildings or other property of said Bay
and

all

the commission and

Company

State Fuel

or of said owners of said land,

from the carrying out of the provisions of
this act, and also providing that the Bay State Fuel
Company shall repay to the commonwealth one-third
resulting

part of the expense incurred by the commission here-

under, and further providing that, after the completion of the
ity

work done by the commission under author-

of this act, no

repairs on

or rebuilding of said

Bay State Fuel Combe done by the common-

walls or wharves leased by the

pany

shall

wealth, and

be required to

upon the further conditions

that,

as the

;
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work progresses, the Bay State Fuel Company shall
remove buildings or parts of buildings as the commission or its employees

may

require, and. shall prevent

and earth from sliding into any excavation made
by the commission for rebuilding the wall, and shall provide storage room on the property for the earth and
stone excavated by the commission in rebuilding the
wall, and shall permit the commission to occupy such
space as it may require for the prosecution of the work
and provided, further, that before the said commission
shall do any work hereunder, the Bay State Fuel Company and the owners of said land shall execute and
deliver a bond satisfactory to the commission both as
to amount and otherwise, with a surety or sureties approved by said commission, guaranteeing the faithful
performance upon the part of said Bay State Fuel
Company and the owners of said land, of the agreements herein provided to be made and performed upon
coal

Proviso,

their part.

Section 2. All expenses
incurred in carrying:
out Payment of
1
J
°
expenses,
the provisions of this act shall be paid out of the treasury of the commonwealth in the same manner as all
other expenses incurred under the provisions of chapter
four hundred and sixty-five of the acts of the year nineteen hundred and three.

Section

-

sage.

3.
This act shall take
[Approved June 12, 1908.

Chapter

175

effect

upon

of the Acts of the Year

its

pas-

1909.

An Act

to authorize Advance Apportionments
upon the Cities op Boston and Cambridge for
the Purpose of meeting Certain Expenses oe
the Charles River Basin.

Be

it

enacted,

etc.,

as follows:

In the year nineteen hundred and nine, and in each

Apportion-

year thereafter until an apportionment shall have been expenses

made under

authority of section nine of chapter four

hundred and

sixty-five of the acts of the year nineteen

of

river basin,
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hundred and three, as amended by section two of chapter
four hundred and two of the acts of the year nineteen
hundred and six, the treasurer and receiver general
shall apportion to the cities of Boston and Cambridge
such part of the amounts required to meet the interest
and sinking fund requirements for the amounts expended by the commonwealth under said chapter four
hundred and sixty-five, as amended, as he shall deem
just and equitable, and the amounts so apportioned shall
be paid by said

cities into

made under

commonThe apportionment

the treasury of the

wealth as a part of their state taxes.
the provisions

of

this

act

shall

not be

taken as a precedent and shall in no way affect the
apportionment to be made under said section nine as

amended.

The payments made hereunder

shall be ad-

and receiver general in the
assessment first made after the apportionment under
said section nine by a deduction therefrom or by an

justed by the

treasurer

addition thereto, so as to give effect to the apportion-

ment made under

said section nine.

[Approved March

18, 1909.

Chapter

of the Acts of the Year

286

1909.

to provide Penalties for violating the
Eules relative to the Use op the Lock and
Drawbridges of the Charles Eiver Dam.

An Act

Be
Locks and
of the Charles

it

enacted,

Section

1.

etc.,

as follows:

No

person shall deface or injure any

part of the Charles Eiver
other structure or any

dam

or any wharf, wall or

mechanism connected therewith,

or unnecessarily open any drawbridge or obstruct the

passage of the same; nor shall any person, without the
consent of the person in charge of the drawbridge,

make

fast to the

dam

or bridge or

draw or guard or

pier or any appurtenance thereof any vessel, scow, raft
or float, or remain inside of the draw-gates or on any

appurtenance of the draw while
nor shall any person having charge

pier, wharf, fender or

the gates are closed
of a vessel passing

;

through the draw of any such bridge
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refuse or neglect to comply with the directions of the

person in charge relating to such passing.

Section

2.

Whoever

violates

any provision of section

one hereof shall be punished by a fine not exceeding

twenty dollars for each offence;

Penalty for
rules,

and not only the per-

son actually doing the prohibited thing, but also his

employer and every other person concerned in so doing
punished by the said

shall be

fine.

Section 3. No person shall violate any of the rules
which may from time to time be issued by the war department of the United States governing the use of the
lock of the Charles river dam, and no person shall permit or suffer any vessel, scow, raft or float to come in

violation of

Minted,

contact with either of the gates of the lock.

Section

4.

Whoever

violates

any provision of section

Further
penalty.

three of this act shall be punished by a fine not exceed-

ing

fifty dollars for

each offence, and not only the person

actually doing the prohibited thing, but also his

em-

ployer and every other person concerned in so doing
shall be
9,

punished by the said

fine.

[Approved April

1909.

Chapter

524

of the Acts of the Year

1909.

An Act

relative to Charles Eiver Basin and the
Control thereof by the Metropolitan Park

Commission.

Be

it

enacted,

Section

1.

etc.,

as follows:

The Charles

river basin

certify in writing to the governor

commission shall

and council the date

Thecharies
river basin

c0

"li s 8
"t i

main
work which the commission was authorized
to construct and perform by chapter four hundred and
sixty-five of the acts of the year nineteen hundred and
three and acts in addition thereto and in amendment
thereof will be completed.
On and after the date so
certified by said commission, and in any event, on and
after the first day of July in the year nineteen hundred
and ten, all the powers, rights, duties and liabilities of
at which,' in the opinion
of said commission,' the
r

parts of the

said Charles river basin commission shall be transferred

r

t

n t0

ng

date when
certain work
1"

Yieted^etc
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and imposed upon the metropolitan park commission,
and the Charles river basin commission shall be abolished.
No contracts, liabilities or suits existing on the
day on which the Charles river basin commission is

to

abolished,
affected

provided

as

by this

act,

mission shall in

in

for

this

shall

section,

be

but the metropolitan park com-

and for

all respects

all

purposes be the

lawful successor of the Charles river basin commission.
Copy

of the

certificate to

be evidence
that the com-

mission

is

abolished, etc.

A

copy of said

certificate

of the Charles river basin

commission attested by the secretary of the commonwealth shall be prima facie evidence that the Charles

commission was abolished on the

basin

river

date

by said commission, and that the metro-

certified therein

politan park commission has become the lawful successor

Charles river basin commission in the

of the

The commonwealth

manner herein provided.

shall

assume all liabilities in any suit at law or in equity
either pending or hereafter brought against the Charles
river basin commissioners on account of their work or
any connection therewith, and the commonwealth shall
be deemed by this act to have assumed said

liabilities,

and the commissioners are hereby relieved of the same.
The attorney-general shall defend any such suit and
the expense thereof shall be paid out of the proceeds

the

of

of

sale

notes,

bonds

or

scrip

under

issued

authority of section eight of said chapter four hundred

and
The word
" basin " construed, etc.

and

sixty-five

amendment
Section

acts

addition

in

The word " basin

2.

", as hereinafter

in this act, shall be construed to

any

lock,

and in

thereto

thereof.

mean

the

used

dam and

highway, park, parkway, drawbridge or sluice-

way constructed

in connection therewith under authority

of said chapter four

hundred and

addition thereto and in

sixty-five

amendment

embankment, park, parkway

and

acts in

thereof, the wall,

or street constructed

authority of section twelve of said chapter as

under

amended

by chapter four hundred and two of the acts of the year
nineteen hundred and six, the marginal conduits constructed on the south side of the basin under section
five of said

chapter four hundred and sixty-five with the

right to enter

upon the lands

of the city of

Boston for
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the purpose of rebuilding, repairing or cleaning said
conduits, the Charles river

and the waters thereof,

in-

cluding the public navigable arms, tributaries and inlets
thereof, whether covered by ice or not, lying between said

dam

constructed under authority of said chapter four

hundred and sixty-five and the lower dam across said
river at Watertown, and all lands or rights therein
taken by eminent domain or otherwise acquired by the
Charles river basin commission either for the commonwealth or for the city of Boston under authority of said
chapter four hundred and sixty-five and of acts in
addition thereto or in amendment thereof.
The word
" basin

",

as

used in this

act,

shall not include

the

elevated railway structure built by the Boston Elevated

Company under

Bailway

the

provisions

of

section

hundred and twenty of the
acts of the year nineteen hundred and six.
Section 3. The metropolitan park commission shall
have and exercise exclusive care and control of said

twenty-one of chapter

five

The metropolitan park

commission to
have care and

basin, as herein defined, as a part of the metropolitan control of
i

parks system, and of

all poles,

'

.'isi.il

.

wires and other structures

placed or to be placed on, across, over or in any part
of

said

basin and of the. placing thereof except on,

across, over or in

any existing highway of any

city or

any railroad company across said
basin.
The metropolitan park commission shall also
have and exercise over said basin all other powers, duties
and liabilities now conferred or imposed upon said com-

town

or any bridge of

mission by chapter four hundred and seven of the acts
of the year eighteen

in addition thereto

hundred and ninety-three and acts
and in amendment thereof, so far

as the provisions of said acts are consistent with the

provisions of this act.
sion

may

license the

The metropolitan park commismaintenance of

floats

and boat

landings and other structures in and upon the waters
of said basin

deem

upon such terms and conditions

as they

that the public interests require, and no float or

boat landing or other structure shall be maintained
in

or

upon the waters

of

said

license: provided, however, that

basin

no such

without such
license shall Proviso,

be granted to be exercised in that part of said basin

the
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which

lies

easterly of Cottage

A.

Farm

bridge, so-called,

except under the authority of chapter four hundred

and four

of the acts of the year nineteen

hundred and

seven, or of section ten of this act.
Responsibility
for the operation

and main-

tenance of
certain work,

Section"

The

4.

city of Boston shall be responsible
and maintenance of the work on the

for the operation

south side of said basin designated

in, or

constructed

etc.

under authority of, section ten of said chapter four
hundred and sixty-five. The city of Cambridge shall
be responsible for the operation, care and maintenance
of the marginal conduit constructed on the north side
of said basin under authority of section five of said

chapter four hundred and sixty-five, except for such
parts of said conduit as

lie

within said

dam

or land

acquired by the Charles river basin commission for the
Rules and
regulations,
etc.

commonwealth.
Section 5. The metropolitan park commission may
make reasonable rules and regulations, not unreasonably
impairing freight

traffic,

for

the

care,

maintenance,

protection and policing of said basin as herein denned,

breaches of which rules shall be breaches of the peace

punishable by a fine of not more than

fifty dollars for

Said commission shall cause the rules

each offence.

and regulations made by

it

lished three times in one or

under

this act to be

pub-

more newspapers published

in the city of Boston, and such publication shall be
sufficient notice to all persons.

member

The sworn

certificate

commission or of its secretary
that said rules and regulations have been published as
of any

of the

herein provided shall be prima facie evidence thereof.

A

copy of any such rule or regulation attested by any

member
prima

made
Operation of
locks

and

drawbridges
to be without

charge, etc.

of said

commission or

its

secretary, shall be

facie evidence that said rule or regulation

was

by said commission as provided herein.

Section

6.

The metropolitan park commission

throughout the year shall operate the locks and any
drawbridges connected with said dam, without charge,

and

shall

maintain said locks and the channels and

canals authorized by section four of said chapter four

hundred and sixty-five, at the depths provided for in
said act and clear of obstructions caused by natural
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shoaling or incident to the building of said dam, and
shall,

except in cases of emergency, maintain the water

any vessel ready to
and requiring no more depth

of said basin at such a level that

pass through said locks
of water than

is

provided for by said section four, can

pass through to the wharves therein mentioned.

Section

The metropolitan park commission may Rem0 vaiof

7.

order the removal of

all

sewage, and other polluting

matter or factory waste as a
Charles river and

tham and from

its

common

sewase

>

etc -

nuisance from said

Waland no sewer, drain or over-

tributaries below the city of

said basin,

flow or other outlet for factory or house drainage, or
for any

drainage shall hereafter be connected

other

with said basin or the river below said city without the
approval of the metropolitan park commission.

The

metropolitan park commission shall be deemed a party

meaning of that term as used in
hundred and eighty-five of
the year nineteen hundred and seven for the
enforcing the provisions of that act and pre-

in interest within the

section three of chapter four

the acts of

purpose of

venting any violation thereof.

Section

m
•

-r.

Boston,

The municipal court

8.
-i

-i

of

the

..,..

•

addition to

its

of

city

present jurisdiction,

Jurisdiction
of courts.

shall

have and exercise concurrently with the municipal court

Eoxbury

of the

district, the

Brighton district court, the

second district court of eastern Middlesex, the third

Middlesex and the police court
same criminal jurisdiction which said
courts have within their respective districts over any

district court of eastern

of jSTewton, the

territory included in said

two of

this act.

Section
shall

9.

basin as defined in section

.

The

courts in the county of

have jurisdiction of

all

Suffolk same

part of the town of Watertown or the cities of

bridge or

Newton

subject,

crimes committed in any

Cam-

lying within said basin as defined

in section two of this act concurrently with the courts
in the county of Middlesex.

the ThemetroSection 10. On and after the date certified bv
J
politan park
commission
Charles river basin commission, as provided
by
section
J
1
.

to

and in anv
event on and after the first
J
July in the year nineteen hundred and ten, the

one of this

day of

act,

have

full

authority after
a certain date,
etc.
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A.

metropolitan park commission alone shall exercise the
authority granted to said commission and said Charles
river basin

and four

commission jointly by chapter four hundred
hundred and

of the acts of the year nineteen

seven relative to the granting of boat-house locations.

The metropolitan park commission

shall

also

have

authority to lease to individuals or corporations locations for boat-houses, together with floats

in connection therewith,

upon

so

much

and landings

of the park or

parkway provided for by chapter four hundred and two
of the acts of the year nineteen hundred and six as lies
between the Cambridge bridge and Mount Vernon street
extended to the waters of the basin, or upon any lands
under the care and control of said commission lying in
any part of said basin and river up stream from and

Farm

above Cottage

bridge, so-called.

Said leases shall

be upon such terms and conditions and for such a period,

not exceeding twenty-five years, as said commission

deem
Appropria-

Section

tions for

expenses,

11.
.

etc.

may

best.

From

.

the time

when

the metropolitan

.

park commission becomes invested with the care and
control of said basin as herein provided, until the general

court which convenes next thereafter shall have

made an

appropriation to meet the expense of carrying out the
provisions of this act, said expenses shall be paid out
of the proceeds of the sale of notes, bonds

or scrip

issued under authority of section eight of said chapter

amended by section one
hundred and two of the acts of the year
nineteen hundred and six, and shall be deemed to be a
part of the cost of construction of said dam. The provisions of said chapter four hundred and sixty-five and

four hundred and sixty-five, as
of chapter four

amendment thereof relative to the apportionment and payment of the expense of maintenance inof acts in

curred under section seven of said chapter shall apply
to the

apportionment and payment of the expense of

maintenance under

this act.

Nothing contained in

this

act shall be construed to affect the provisions of chapter

four hundred and two of the acts of the year nineteen
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hundred and six relative to the apportionment, assessment and payment of the cost of construction and
maintenance of any part of said basin as defined in
section two of this act.

Section
sage.

12.

•

This act shall take

[Approved June 18, 1909.

effect

upon

its

pas-
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Appendix

B.

B.

Specimen of the Distribution Voucher Used by the Commission.
Form No.

57.

ADMINISTRATION.

General Accounts.

APPENDIX

B.

Specimen of the Distribution Voucher Used by the Commission
cluded.

Distribution of Voucher.

ADMINISTRATION.
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— Con-
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Appendix
DURING THE YEAR ENDING NOV.
7.

30, 1909.

C.

C.

Ill
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Contracts made and pending during

APPENDIX
the Year ending Nov.

30,

1909

Date

of

113

C.

— Continued.
11.

Date

of

Contract.

Date for
Completion of
Contract.

June

4, '08

July

10, 'OS

May

23, '08

Mar.

1,

'09,

Final
Estimate.

Prices of
Principal Items of

Amount

Contract.

Contract.

of

12.

Payments

made
to

Nov.

30,

1909.

Feb.

11, '09,

$38,132 85

$38,132 85

June

10, '09,

42,524 11

42,524 11

895 00

July

7, '08

Feb.

17, '09

2,842 78

2,842 78

July

16, '08

Feb.

10, '09

778 92

778 92

July

1, '08

Mar.

2, '09

10,690 39

10,690 39

July

16, 'OS

Feb.

15, '09

1,770 80

1,770 80

July

21, '08

Sept. 22,

'08,

Dec.

3, '08

575 00

575 00

'08,

Jan.

29, '09

1,025 00

1,025 00

7, '08,

Jan.

11, '09

6,978 47

6,978 47

Oct.

15, '08,

Jan.

10, '09

10,558 32

10,558 32

Nov.

23, '08,

Nov.

30, '08

18,181 20

18,181 20

15, '09

1,400 00

1,400 00

1, '09

793 53

793 53

Jan.

1, '09,

Aug.

8,

'08

Sept. 26,

Aug.

7,

'08

Nov.

Aug.

19, '08

Sept. 24, '08

Oct.

5, '08

Jan.

Oct.

2, '08

Mar.

Oct.

23, '08

Dec.

11, '08,

Jan.

28, '09

584 00

584 00

Oct.

27, '08

Nov.

16, '08,

Jan.

27, '09

1,893 58

1,893 58

Oct.

19, '08

Nov.

20, '08,

Dec.

'08

1,019 00

1,019 00

Nov.

28, '08

Mar.

15, '09,

May

10, '09

5,011 83

5,011 83

Nov.

27, '08

Feb.

20, '09

1,060 55

1,060 55

Dee.

28, '08

Feb.

16, '09

681 99

681 99

1,424 54

1,424 54

Jan.

18, '09,

7,

For the whole work,
$539.

Dec.

12, '08

Dec.

28, '08,

Dec.

24, '08

For

cables of copper
conductors, $94, $269,
$288.50, $313

per

5
6
7

M.

and

$342

ft.

Bids were upon different grades of hardware.
Subject to correction for variations of ash from the standard established by the bidder.

Bid withdrawn.
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the Year ending Nov.

1909

30,

115

C.

— Continued.
12.

10.

Date

of

Contract.

Date for
Completion of
Contract.

Jan.

7,

'09,

Jan.

1,

Date

of

Final
Estimate.

Prices of
Principal Items of

Amount

Contract.

Contract.

For 2-inch and 3-inch

'10,

of

Payments

made
to

Nov.

30,

1909.

$3,946 25

5,267 41

1,764 94

1,764 94

spruce plank, $22.55

perM.ft.B.M.
Dec.

Feb.

1, '08,

12, '09,

For

and

machinists

helpers,

foreman,

$4.50, rigger
$4.50, and

$4 per day
riggers' tools,
$2.50 per day.
riggers,

each;

Feb.

2, '09,

Apr.

1, '09,

Mar.

15, '09,

For the whole work,

688 00

688 00

Feb.

10, '09,

Mar.

3, '09,

Mar.

3, '09,

For the whole work,

446 66

446 66

Mar.

18, '09,

Aug.

1, '09,

Nov.

15, '09,

whole work,

15,518 33

15,518 33

For

4-inch
cast-iron
pipe, $25.20 per net
4-inch special
ton;
castings, $0,025 per lb.

737 29

737 29

For the
$15,323.

Mar.

30, '09,

Apr.

7, '09,

Apr.

17, '09,

Mar.

22, '09,

Apr.

22, '09,

June

4, '09,

For the whole work,

924 00

924 00

Mar.

2, '09,

Apr.

15, '09,

May

1, '09,

For anthracite coal, $5.74
per ton, based on a
percentage of ash of

560 50

560 50

May

1, '09,

Nov.

For laying vitrifiedpipe,

63,965 00

),595 46

514 00

514 00

305 00

305 00

13,246 00

11,279 33

1, '09,

and $0.64 per lin.
laying 2-inch fibre
conduits, $0.26 per lin.
ft.; catch-basins, $20
and $42 each; granite
edgestones in place,
$0.99 per lin. ft. gravel
in place, $1.50 per cu.
vitrified brick
yd.;
gutters, $2.20 per sq.
yd.; broken stone in
place, $2.50 per ton;
$0.56
ft.;

;

granolithic
$1.65

walks,

persq.yd.; loam

surfacing in
place,
$1.23 per cu. yd.

Apr.

6,

'09,

June

6, '09,

June

5, '09,

For iron castings, $0,019

and
June

7, '09,

July

7, 'C

Aug.

2, '09,

$0,023 per lb.

For the whole work,
$299.

May

21, '09,

Nov.

16, '09,

For the whole work,
$13,246.

4

5

Subject to correction for variations of ash from the standard established by the bidder.
Lowest bid taking into consideration percentage of ash.
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APPENDIX
the Year ending Nov.
7.

30,

1909

C.

— Continued.
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Contracts made and pending during

APPENDIX
the Year ending Nov.
7.

30,

1909

C.

— Concluded.
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